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ABSTRACT 
In recent history, the desire for an internationally competitive economy has driven 
education policy and reform. Creativity has become a signifier for innovative growth in 
global economies. As a result, creators of recent international education policies expect 
teachers to develop creative attributes in students. Tensions can exist when writers of 
educational policy encourage teachers to develop creative attributes in students while 
enacting other policies that subject teachers to high stakes accountability. The purpose of 
this study was to explore how two of my colleagues and I engaged students in creative 
activities while we were implementing the National Core Arts Standards for the first time 
in elementary music classrooms. Using Burnard’s adaptation of Csikszentmihalyi’s 
systems model of creativity as a conceptual framework and narrative inquiry as the 
approach, I sought to determine (a) what choices we made to provide creative 
opportunities for students when implementing the National Core Arts Standards in the 
elementary music classroom, (b) what choices we made to allow students to engage in 
risk-taking and flexible thinking with agency and relevancy, and (c) how we provided 
students with opportunities to engage in collaboration and use technology while engaging 
in creative activities. My colleagues and I shared that we engaged all grade levels in 
  vii 
agency and flexible thinking in nearly all the lessons we taught throughout the year, and 
provided many lessons relevant to students’ lives outside of school, other subjects, and 
other music lessons. We found that we provided many opportunities for students to 
collaborate with other students in the classroom. However, we realized that due to the 
many roles we were involved with at our sites, we did not have the resources necessary to 
provide opportunities for students to collaborate with people outside of the classroom 
either in person or through technology. We also felt that we did not have time to plan to 
provide creative opportunities for students while they were preparing for their grade-level 
performances. To provide these opportunities for students, teachers may need to 
emphasize the benefits of the creative process to parents, administrators, and students, 
and devote planning time to developing collaborative lessons. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
NARRATIVE BEGINNINGS 
Nine years ago, I made a career change from teaching junior high and high school 
band to teaching elementary general music. In this new assignment, there was an 
expectation that students would perform a musical at each grade level from first through 
fifth grade. Being new to dramatic productions, I resorted to classroom musicals already 
in publication. I quickly learned to avoid musicals that required elaborate costumes and 
sets because I did not have the resources to produce them. After 5 years and 25 musicals, 
I branched out and created my own musicals based on pop music and pop culture. 
Although this expansion of my creativity satisfied me for a few years, it was affording no 
creative opportunities for my students. 
The following year, I experimented with my fourth-grade performance, allowing 
students to create their own music. I gave each class a different task. One class created 
limericks with simple melodies and rhythmic accompaniment. Another class created 
songs with improvisational sections. The third class used boomwhackers and “found 
objects” for rhythmic accompaniment, and the fourth class created simple orchestrations 
for mallet instruments. The students worked in groups and used the computer program 
Finale to produce final written copies of their creations. I projected these documents on 
the back wall as the groups performed the selections at the concert. 
At the completion of the performance, one student commented that it was the 
“best musical ever.” One parent emailed me to thank me for providing such an enriching 
experience for her child. Other parents were more critical, suggesting that, in the future, I 
only allow the “true musicians” to perform the songs or only voicing appreciation for 
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vocal pieces. About a week after the performance, I received a handwritten letter from an 
anonymous “Grandma A.” Grandma A tore the performance apart, insisting that such 
creations needed to stay in the classroom. According to Grandma A, parents only wanted 
to see singing and dancing on the stage. While she criticized this performance for its 
novelty, she also suggested there was no creativity in my past performances. The letter 
crushed my spirit, and I have not done a similar performance since. Despite my 
frustration, my interest in continuing to search for creative outlets for my students 
persisted. 
While my students were creating their compositions, they experienced agency, 
taking pride and ownership in the works they created. They also showed flexible 
thinking, being open to suggestions from their peers and changing their compositions to 
meet the technical abilities of the students in the class. The fourth graders also took risks 
as they presented their final products to their peers to rehearse for the concert. 
Throughout the composition and rehearsal process, they developed skills to collaborate 
with their classmates. These skills are attributes they would not have gained had they 
spent 9 weeks engaged in the karaoke singing that would have been necessary for a 
“Grandma A-approved” performance. 
This experience led me to wonder how it might be possible to balance what is best 
for students with the expectations of parents, community members, and the school 
administration. I also wondered how I could emphasize creative processes rather than 
fine-tuned products in an environment where parents and community members evaluate 
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music educators by what they see on the stage once a year. These questions inspired my 
research and helped develop the study I describe in this dissertation. 
Creativity, Standards, and Education 
Throughout recent history, researchers have found that people’s expectations of 
an internationally-competitive economy have driven education policy and reform, 
including the development of education standards (D’Andrea, 2012; Howkins, 2001; 
Robinson, 2001). Researchers have described common attributes that are necessary to 
meet the needs of an internationally competitive economy. These attributes include 
innovation, collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, and flexibility. Creators of 
international education standards have stated an expectation that teachers develop these 
attributes in students (Burke, 2015; D’Andrea, 2012; Wright & Davis, 2014; Vande 
Zande, 2011). 
Attributes Necessary in a Global Economy 
In recent years, society has moved from a postindustrial economy to an 
information economy to a digital economy to a knowledge economy and finally to a 
creative economy (D’Andrea, 2012). Howkins (2001) stated that a creative economy is an 
economy in which ideas, rather than land and capital, have been cited as the most 
important factors in production. For students to become idea generators in a creative 
economy, they need to be able to make mistakes and develop skills, such as innovation, 
creativity, collaboration, and critical thinking (Vande Zande, 2011). D’Andrea (2012) 
suggested that if teachers do not allow their students to develop these attributes, they may 
limit their students’ growth. 
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In a world of globalized economies that includes the rapid development of 
information and communication technologies, employers expect employees to be 
flexible, multi-skilled, and creative (Wright & Davis, 2014). People working in a 21st 
century economy rely not only on the diffusion of knowledge but also on the creation of 
knowledge. As a result, Wright and Davis suggested that those in the field of education 
need to train students to be autonomous, responsible, innovative, to think critically, to be 
flexible, and to use technology skills. By doing so, students may be able to both create 
novel products and apply knowledge for current and future markets.  
Burke (2015) related music education reform to the ongoing downturn in job 
opportunities for disadvantaged workers. Burke discussed how unsatisfactory results on 
the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) affected education reform in 
the United States and the United Kingdom. On the 2009 PISA exams, 9 of the 65 
participating countries and educational systems had higher average reading literacy 
scores than the United States and England, 23 had higher averages in math literacy than 
both countries, and 18 had higher scores in science than the United States. On the 2012 
PISA exams, 27 education systems had higher percentages than the United States in 
mathematics literacy, with only 9% of 15-year-old students in the United States having 
scored at the proficient level in mathematics. Finally, in reading literacy, the United 
States percentage was lower than 14 education systems (National Center for Education 
Statistics, n.d.). As a result, Burke (2015) suggested that to improve test scores and 
provide for better job opportunities for workers, teachers might develop higher level 
thinking skills and the ability to work in different domains in students. 
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Similar changes in the Canadian economy led to the development of the Ontario 
Curriculum. Policy writers based the Ontario Curriculum for the Arts on the position that, 
because arts-based skills offer versatility, arts education prepares students for the creative 
economy of the twenty-first century (D’Andrea, 2012). Vande Zande (2010) suggested 
that innovation, creativity, collaboration, and critical thinking skills are necessary in the 
twenty-first century. According to the author, countries will have a competitive edge by 
developing these skills in students. As a result, students may imagine how to use things 
that have never been available before, create new marketing ideas, imagine new kinds of 
software, and create new ways to solve problems (Vande Zande, 2011). 
Education Policy in Practice 
International researchers have expressed concern that teachers implementing 
current educational policies will not develop the creative, autonomous, responsible 
workers needed in a global and creative economy (Burke, 2015; D’Andrea, 2012; Ho, 
Xie, Cheng, & Peng, 2013; Robinson, 2001). Burnard and White (2013) suggested that, 
in the UK, governments have established benchmarks and measurements to raise 
standards and increase accountability, while also expecting teachers to promote creativity 
in the classroom. Governments expect teachers to measure and test students and report 
results in state mandated ways, and there is no attempt to show teachers how to 
accommodate these expectations as well as creativity. Teachers cannot promote creativity 
in educational systems where examinations preoccupy educators, parents, and students. 
Researchers have also suggested that exams assess knowledge acquisition and retention 
at the expense of application and generation of new ideas. As a result, teachers often 
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cover only the material required to be successful on the exams (Burnard & White, 2013; 
Shaheen, 2010). 
Researchers reached similar conclusions when specifically discussing Canadian 
education reform (D’Andrea, 2012; Robinson, 2001). Despite the emphasis that writers of 
the Ontario Curriculum placed on the importance of the arts for developing creativity, 
“arts education is losing ground, unable to fulfill the spirit of its own discourse of 
creativity to cope with the demands of this new economy” (D’Andrea, 2012, pp. 81). 
D’Andrea discusses reasons for this phenomenon. She suggests that policy writers do not 
match this expanded agenda with more curricular attention on the arts. In addition, 
educators working under this new policy celebrate achievements in reading, math, and 
scientific literacy. Thus, students may feel pressured to select courses in these areas, 
leading to an unbalanced curriculum (Robinson, 2001). Because of the emphasis on 
reading, math and science, educators have not always been able to foster arts education, 
limiting the development of creative thinkers (D’Andrea, 2012). 
Ho et al. (2013) discussed a creative curriculum in the Confucian heritage 
countries of China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea, Japan, and Singapore. The researchers 
referred to the concept of examination superstition where education places an emphasis 
on testing and accountability. Examination superstition occurs when examinations 
become the focus of academic anxiety, taking away the joy of learning. Despite the 
Chinese government’s proclamation that cultivating creativity was one of the central 
goals of education, the students’ family members value test scores over creativity in 
learning and education. According to Ho et. Al, Chinese people may value test scores 
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because academic rankings affect students’ social standing. Ho et al. suggested that many 
educational systems are factories for sorting students, teachers, and institutions into 
ranked categories. Performance on examinations is the main standard by which 
administrators measure academic success. Thus, despite efforts to promote creativity in 
education reform in Confucian cultures, often the policies implemented in educational 
systems in Asia inhibit teachers’ abilities to promote creativity. 
In the US, policy writers have suggested that the central purposes of education 
standards are to identify the learning expected of students and to drive improvement in 
the system responsible for delivering the learning (The National Coalition for the Core 
Arts Standards [NCCAS], 2014). Within the conceptual framework of the standards, 
writers suggested that the arts generate a significant part of the creative and intellectual 
capital that drives the economy. When teachers implement the standards, they prepare 
“all students to use their minds well, for responsible citizenship, further learning, and 
productive employment in the nation’s modern economy” (NCCAS, 2014, p. 5). 
A focus of the NCCAS is to enhance students’ education through creative 
practices by developing twenty-first century skills. These skills include creativity, 
innovation, critical thinking, problem solving, and decision making. This expected 
learning requires engagement in creative practices of imagination, investigation, 
construction, and reflection in multiple contexts (NCCAS, 2014). Attributes necessary for 
the creative process include flexible thinking, creative problem solving, inquisitiveness, 
and perseverance. Along with these skills, writers of the standards suggested that 
participants in creative practices should collaborate and have a shared responsibility for 
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collaborative work (NCCAS, 2014). 
Csikszentmihalyi’s Systems Model of Creativity 
I have used Csikszentmihalyi’s (1997) systems model of creativity in this research 
to study various aspects of creativity in an educational setting. Csikszentmihalyi’s model 
consists of a circular and interdependent relationship with a domain, field, and person 
(Figure 1). Csikszentmihalyi (1997) defined the domain as a cultural system in which 
individuals generate creative ideas. Creativity occurs when an individual makes a change 
in the domain that members of the field pass on to future generations. Csikszentmihalyi 
(2014) defined the field as the social structure that includes anyone who affects a 
person’s ability to generate new ideas. Finally, creative individuals need access to the 
domain, allowing them to process information quickly and generate more creative 
products. 
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Figure 1. Csikszentmihalyi’s systems model of creativity. Reprinted from “New 
conceptions and research approaches to creativity: Implications of a systems perspective 
for creativity in education” by Csikszentmihalyi, M., & Wolfe, R. (2014). The Systems 
Model of Creativity, p. 166. Copyright 2014 by Springer, Dordrecht. 
Burnard’s Model 
To explain how a person thinks about practices of musical creativity, Burnard 
(2012a) integrated Csikszentmihalyi’s model with theories on creativity from Pierre 
Bourdieu. Although Burnard realized the importance of the domain as presented by 
Csikszentmihalyi, she suggested that the domain does not function in the same way in all 
areas of musical creativity (Burnard, 2012a). Along with symbolic rules found within the 
domain, Burnard suggested that relationships between artists, audiences, and fans as well 
as the fields of technology, industry, and economy have various degrees of input into the 
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creation of a novel product. Whereas Csikszentmihalyi conceptualized the field as a 
group of experts that evaluate creative products, Burnard (2012a) cited the work of 
Bourdieu, suggesting that the field is in fact much more complex: Professional musicians 
have their products accepted based on how they position themselves within the social 
system to generate capital. Finally, in addition to working with the symbolic system 
found in the domain and collaborating with members of the field, the creative person 
should have agency, take risks, utilize flexible thinking, and engage in relevant activities 
(Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2. A synthesized framework for understanding multiple musical creativities 
integrating the theories of Csikszentmihalyi and Bourdieu. Reprinted from “A framework 
for understanding musical creativities,” by Burnard, P. (2012a). Musical Creativities in 
Practice, p. 224. Copyright 2012 Oxford Scholarship Online. 
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Research Problem, Purpose, and Questions 
Tension can exist when writers of education policy encourage teachers to develop 
creative attributes in students while enacting other policies that subject those teachers to 
high-stakes accountability (Maisura, 2005). For administrators to consider music 
education a central subject in American schools, music educators may need to track 
student growth like their counterparts in general education (Gilbert, 2016). This 
accountability might limit a teacher’s freedom and dilute content-specific topics. In 
addition, current accountability expectations may reduce the time available to develop 
creative opportunities for students (Gilbert 2016). For the current study, my colleagues 
and I explored how we provided activities that develop creative attributes in students 
while working through the Core Arts Standards for the first time in our classroom. 
Writers of the Core Arts Standards suggested that developing creative attributes in 
students is important. For music educators to develop creative attributes, a circular 
relationship between the domain, field, and person should exist (Burnard, 2012a; 
Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). Research has shown, however, that national standards 
introduced into a domain may create tensions both within the field and with the 
development of creative attributes in the person (Burke, 2015; Burnard & White, 2013; 
D’Andrea, 2012; Ho et al. 2013; Maisura, 2005; Nicholl & McLellan, 2008; Robinson, 
2001). 
This study explores how teachers provide who are implementing the Core Arts 
Standards opportunities for students to develop creative attributes in students while 
implementing the Core Arts Standards. The following questions guided the study: 
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1. What choices do music teachers make to provide creative opportunities for 
students when implementing the National Core Arts Standards in the 
elementary music classroom? 
2. What choices do teachers make to allow students to engage in risk-taking and 
flexible thinking with agency and relevancy when implementing the National 
Core Arts Standards in the music classroom for the first time? 
3. In what ways do teachers provide students with opportunities to engage in 
collaboration and use technology while engaged in creative activities under 
the Core Arts Standards? 
Rationale for the Study 
It is important for researchers to justify studies personally, professionally, and 
theoretically (Clandinin, 2013). Personally, through this study, I hoped to understand how 
to allow for creativity in the music classroom while still meeting the performance 
expectations of parents, the administration, and community members. Professionally, I 
hoped to explore how music educators engage students in developing creative attributes 
while implementing the Core Arts Standards for the first time in their classrooms. From a 
theoretical standpoint, I sought to determine how teachers allow students to collaborate 
with members of the field and develop creative attributes in individuals while 
implementing the Core Arts Standards in the domain of music education. 
Personal Justification 
Justifying a study personally may allow us to inquire into whom we see ourselves 
as being and becoming (Clandinin, 2013). I left high school as a well-trained clarinetist, 
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having been part of a strong band program that was highly successful in national 
competitions. I walked into my first year of college feeling confident in my skills. What I 
quickly learned was that, although hours spent in a tiny cubicle of a practice room 
improved my technical accuracy, I could not sight-sing, my aural skills were sub-par, and 
I did not have a clue about how to improvise. When assigned the task of transcribing a 
jazz solo for my improvisation class, I went through the trouble of memorizing a solo that 
someone had already transcribed. I was so buried in the music that, when I performed, I 
lost track of the chord progression and did not even realize it for the rest of the song. 
After graduation, I started my career teaching middle school band the same way 
my teachers had taught me. I prepared students for solo and ensemble festivals and 
regional and all-state auditions and prepared my large groups for bi-annual concerts. It 
seemed to work, and the trophies from music festivals lining the walls of the band room 
were my validation of a successful program. I took a step into a bigger program in an 
affluent school district where over half of the students in my program took private 
lessons. Parents were happy, the groups sounded refined, and my trophy collection grew. 
Then, something happened: I became a mom and made the change to teaching elementary 
general music. 
As my children grew and eventually became students in my program, I became 
more in tune with what students needed from me in their education. I remember teaching 
a lesson on syncopation to a class of fifth-grade students. We clapped, we counted, we 
wrote patterns. I got a lot of yawns and a lot of requests to use the restroom. Driving 
home that evening, I felt frustrated, wondering what I needed to do to reach this group of 
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pre-middle school students. Coincidentally, two pop songs came on the radio, both of 
which used syncopation. I brought these songs back to the classroom. This time my 
students clapped patterns found in the music. I asked students to listen at home and bring 
in examples of syncopation the next time they came to music. I had students waiting at 
my door when I got to school the next morning with lists of songs. Granted, they were 
not all examples of syncopation, but the students were listening and connecting what they 
learned in school with what they were listening to at home. 
In another lesson, to connect music with science, I put a pile of materials in the 
front of the room that included such things as beans, rice, rubber bands, cardboard, and 
paper plates. I gave the students a task of collaborating to create an instrument with the 
materials I had provided. In one class, students made it a competition to see how many 
instrument families they could combine to make one instrument. They were using 
flexible thinking, divergent thinking, and problem-solving skills, all the skills I wanted 
my own children to gain and what I learned to value as an educator. 
A few years later, I found myself at the table with colleagues, disagreeing as we 
tried to rewrite our district standards to align with the Core Arts Standards. I sensed 
tension and disagreement as teachers were reluctant to let go of their traditional teaching 
methods to allow for the creativity expected in the new standards. This tension sparked 
my curiosity, and I began to wonder how teachers would work to allow students to be 
creative when implementing these new standards for the first time in their classrooms. I 
designed this research, therefore, to help myself and other members of the field of 
education better understand how teachers may balance developing creative attributes in 
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students with teaching musical skills in a way that teachers, evaluators, parents, and 
community members would find acceptable. 
Professional Justification 
Researchers have suggested that educational policies and nationally implemented 
standards in public school music education negatively affect teachers’ abilities to provide 
creative opportunities for students (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2010; Burnard & White, 2013; 
Craft & Jeffrey, 2008; Griffin, 2014; Odena & Welch, 2009). Because administrators 
evaluate teachers based on how their students perform on standardized tests, teachers 
may be afraid to allow students to take risks, engage in flexible thinking, and demonstrate 
agency. As a result, they might maintain a rigid teacher practice tied to traditional 
teaching methods (Burnard, 2007). According to Burnard, (2012a, 2012b), for people to 
be creative, they should engage in risk-taking, flexible thinking, agency, relevancy, and 
collaboration and have access to digital technology. 
Writers of the Core Arts Standards suggested that creativity would be a major 
element of the general music curriculum. There is little research exploring music 
teachers’ choices in providing creative opportunities while implementing the Core Arts 
Standards in an elementary music classroom. Through this narrative inquiry, I addressed 
that need for research by determining, through stories, how my colleagues and I shaped 
creative musical opportunities for students while implementing the Core Arts Standards. 
People shape their daily lives by stories of who they are and how they interpret their past 
in terms of these stories (Clandinin, 2013). Through my study, I hoped to provide other 
educators with some insight as to what creative opportunities might look like while 
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working through this new, standards-based curriculum. 
Theoretical Justification 
According to Burnard (2012a) and Csikszentmihalyi (2014), within a systems 
model of creativity, there is a circular and interdependent relationship with a domain, 
field, and creative person. Despite the benefits of developing creativity in students, 
implementing standards in the domain of music education often creates tensions within 
the field and with developing creative attributes in people ( Ho et al. 2013; Maisura, 
2005; Nicholl & McLellan, 2008; Robinson, 2001). Through this study, I hoped to 
understand how the Core Arts Standards, as a set of rules introduced into the domain of 
music education, affected how my colleagues and I allow students to collaborate with 
members of the field of education and technology. I also hoped to learn how we provided 
relevant lessons to develop the creative attributes of agency, flexible thinking, and risk-
taking. 
The domain comprises a set of rules and practices that might affect the clarity, 
centrality, and accessibility of the domain, either helping or hindering the creative 
process (Burnard, 2007). Previous research has addressed the effect of various education 
policies on the clarity, centrality, and accessibility of information in the domain of music 
education; the field of music education needs further research to determine how the 
implementation of the National Core Arts Standards affects these elements. 
Csikszentmihalyi suggested that the field involves a set of “gatekeepers” that 
interact with society to determine which creative products to introduce within the 
domain. Burnard, (2012a) has suggested that it is the responsibility of the creative person 
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to collaborate with members of the field and technology while developing creative 
products (Burnard, 2012a). Furthermore, standards and assessment expectations often 
prevent teachers from collaborating with music educators. Teachers may also focus on 
what they can measure easily, rather than fostering collaboration (Craft, Cremin, 
Burnard, & Chappell, 2007). In addition, teachers may feel overwhelmed and 
unmotivated to develop lessons that integrate digital technology (Burnard, 2007). 
Researchers have yet to determine how teachers will allow for collaboration among 
themselves, in their classrooms, and through digital technology while implementing the 
Core Arts Standards. Through this study, I sought to determine how implementing the 
Core Arts Standards in the domain of music education affects collaboration in the field. 
In addition to working within the domain and collaborating in the field, Burnard 
(2007) suggested that teachers should engage music students in relevant lessons allowing 
students to develop creative attributes. Researchers have shown the effect of education 
standards, both generally and specifically in music education, on the development of 
these creative attributes. I sought to determine how my colleagues and I might address 
Burnard’s system in the specific domain of the elementary music classroom, exploring 
the creative attributes of agency, risk-taking, flexible thinking, and relevancy while 
allowing our students to collaborate in the field both in person and through technology. 
(Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. A framework for understanding creativity in an elementary music classroom 
implementing the Core Arts Standards, based on Pamela Burnard's synthesized 
framework for understanding multiple musical creativities. 
Conclusion 
Researchers have suggested that introducing education standards within a domain 
can affect the clarity, centrality, and accessibility of the domain and either help or hinder 
the creative process. Because of the circular relationship with the domain, field, and 
creative person, changes in the domain may affect teachers’ abilities to collaborate in the 
field and develop creative attributes in individuals. With the Core Arts Standards being 
relatively new at the time of this study, teachers had yet to determine how the Core Arts 
Standards may affect the creative process. Together with my colleagues, I hoped to 
provide insight regarding how we provided creative opportunities for our students while 
implementing the new standards. 
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In the second chapter of this dissertation, I present literature regarding how 
implementing previous education standards within the domain of education has affected 
teachers’ and students’ abilities to collaborate with other members of the field. I also 
discuss the effect of education standards on teachers’ abilities to develop creative 
attributes in their students. The third chapter will discuss how I applied narrative inquiry 
to my study. In the fourth chapter, I present stories from my colleagues and me, compiled 
as a bus tour analogy. The final chapter discusses our findings as they relate to literature 
and provides implications for practice and further research.  
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Central to Burnard’s (2012a) concept of creativity is the relationship between the 
domain (cultural system), field (social system), and person generating the new idea. 
Burnard discussed characteristics necessary for individuals to be creative, including the 
ability to take risks, professional agency, and flexible thinking. In addition, Burnard 
argued that, to improve the quality and quantity of creative products, individuals should 
find the activity to be relevant, take part in collaboration that includes shared 
responsibility and joint creative outcomes, and they should use digital technology. 
Researchers have discussed these concepts in literature as they relate to the creative 
process, as described in the following sections. 
The Domain 
For Csikszentmihalyi (2014), the domain includes the language, practices, 
specific notation, and symbols of the cultural system in which the creative individual 
lives. A person who does not have access to information in the domain cannot contribute 
creatively. For example, a person cannot write a symphony if he or she does not know 
music. The structure of the domain affects the ability of a person to be innovative. The 
more exact the notation system, the easier it will be to determine whether a creative 
product is in fact, novel. 
Researchers have discussed the clarity, centrality, and accessibility of the domain 
as elements that affect the overall creative system. A domain has clarity when the internal 
structure is logical, making it easy to determine whether something presented within the 
domain is in fact novel (McIntyre, 2008). McIntyre suggested that the clarity of structure 
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provides a basis for assessment. Regarding centrality, the more central a domain is in the 
culture, the easier it is for the creative person to access resources necessary to contribute 
to the domain. Finally, when the information in the domain is accessible, creative people 
can process information quickly, and therefore generate more novel products. 
Researchers have addressed these elements regarding education standards and assessment 
expectations, as described below. 
Standards 
In recent history, education policy writers have presented various standards 
through which educators practice. Members of the field of music education have been 
working toward “curricular legitimacy” (Benedict, 2007, p. 18) and the consideration of 
music as a basic core subject like math and language arts. As a result, music education 
policy writers have created standards modeled after those in general education. For 
example, in 1994, a task force representing the Music Educators National Conference 
(MENC) developed voluntary national music standards that guided instruction. The 
standards provided for teacher accountability and provided evidence that music learning 
is measurable (Benedict, 2007). Standards such as these have served to either help or 
hinder the clarity of structure, centrality, and accessibility of the domain of music 
education. 
Clarity. When standards lack clarity, teachers may be unsure how they might 
help students to meet expectations for high performance standards while also providing 
opportunities for them to develop creativity. Although policy writers discuss the need for 
high expectations for all students, teachers may lack clarity on how to develop creativity 
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in students while still adhering to standards of measured achievement (Burnard & White, 
2013, p. 671). Burnard and White (2013) argued that this lack of clarity was a result of 
issues with risk-taking, time constraints, agency, and the practice of teaching to the test. 
Rather than allow teachers to use their professional expertise to develop creative 
opportunities for students, creativity policy writers in the UK have been criticized for 
merely adding on to a system that is performance-driven, standardized, and monitored 
(Hartley, 2006, p. 69). 
There have been sweeping changes in music education to improve numeracy and 
literacy in schools that have also affected clarity (Burke, 2015). The lack of clarity and 
the frequency of changes in curriculum have made music teachers skeptical about the 
future of music in schools. Kliebard (1988) argued that these frequent changes affect the 
morale of the teachers, as they constantly must adjust lesson plans for new curriculum 
models. Because of these constant shifts, “the main problem is not the absence of 
innovation in schools, but rather the presence of too many disconnected, episodic, 
fragmented, superficially adorned projects” (Fullan, 2001, p. 21). 
Writers of the National Core Arts Standards tried to provide clarity regarding 
what students should know and be able to do across four artistic processes. These 
processes include creating, performing, responding, and connecting. The authors of the 
Core Arts Standards defined the artistic processes as the “cognitive and physical actions 
by which arts learning and making are realized” (NCCAS, 2014, p. 11). The processes 
include “enduring understandings” and “essential questions” that help educators and 
students organize information in the artistic processes (NCCAS, 2014, p. 14). 
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Researchers have suggested that one of the key factors distinguishing expert 
learners from novice learners is the ability to organize thinking around big ideas 
(NCCAS, 2014). For this reason, the writers of the National Core Arts Standards 
developed enduring understanding and essential questions as another way to address 
clarity. They defined enduring understanding as statements summarizing important ideas 
central to a specific discipline. They further articulated that understanding should last 
beyond the classroom and allow students to make connections between the arts and other 
disciplines, and that essential questions stimulate thought, provoke inquiry, spark more 
questions, and guide students as they uncover enduring understanding (NCCAS, 2014). 
Centrality. Researchers have addressed centrality broadly in general education 
standards, and more specifically in Common Core State Standards. Creators of each set 
of standards addressed centrality in different ways to accommodate the larger cultural 
system and twenty-first century skills necessary for a creative economy. Writers of the 
Core Arts Standards developed the framework “in the complex, evolving context of local, 
state, and national educational practice and public policy” (NCCAS, 2014, p. 2). As a 
result, commonalities exist between general education standards, the Common Core State 
Standards, and the National Core Arts Standards. 
In general education, writers of education policy have tried to centralize education 
in the larger cultural domain. Craft and Jeffrey (2008) discussed the effect that creative 
education policy has had in the UK on centralizing the domain of music education in a 
larger cultural system. The researchers stated that creative education policy benefits the 
economy because, in a knowledge economy, risk-taking, learning by doing, and creativity 
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are the bases for industrial activity. In response to social, technological, and economic 
changes, researchers in the UK began to see creativity as something that all were capable 
of, rather than only a select, gifted few. As a result, the National Advisory Committee on 
Creative and Cultural Education developed an education policy that valued “everyday” 
creativity, rather than extraordinary creativity so that all students could be considered 
potential contributors to the creative economy (Craft & Jeffrey, 2008).   
The authors of the Common Core State Standards expect that, upon completion of 
their education, students will exhibit college and career readiness, so they can contribute 
to the larger cultural domain. The Common Core Standards are consistent from state to 
state and provide teachers, parents, and students with what students should know and be 
able to do upon graduation from high school (Common Core Standards Initiative, 2017). 
Authors of the standards included fewer standards than in previous initiatives in order to 
provide clarity to students, teachers, and parents and to align learning with college and 
work expectations. 
Writers of the National Core Arts Standards also sought to prepare students to 
contribute to the larger cultural domain; therefore, they crafted the standards to address 
twenty-first century skills. According to these writers, all students should have access to a 
well-rounded education that includes the arts, not just those identified as talented 
(NCCAS, 2014). As a result, educators are “fulfilling the college and career readiness 
needs of students, laying the foundations for the success of our schools, and ultimately, 
the success of our nation” (NCCAS, 2014, Conceptual Framework, p. 2). 
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Accessibility. Although teachers claim to value student creativity, they do not 
believe that students need to have access to creative activities to get higher grades on 
exams (Nicholl & McLellan, 2008). Nicholl and McLellan suggested that there is 
increased pressure to gear education toward meeting the expectations of national 
assessments and monitoring educational practices. As a result, teaching has focused on 
knowledge acquisition, making creative activities less accessible to students (Shaheen, 
2010). Griffin (2014) argued that most teachers in formal schooling settings deliberately 
avoid allowing students opportunities to take risks and make mistakes (Griffin, 2014). 
In their discussion of the conceptual framework, writers of the Core Arts 
Standards discussed the importance of students having access to creative opportunities. 
Arts teachers can effect educational change by including creative practices in instruction 
and as evidence in alternative means of assessment to show what students know 
(NCAAS, 2014). When students have access to creative opportunities, they can imagine a 
mental image, investigate through exploration or examination, construct a product 
through combination or arrangement, reflect on their work, and evoke deep meaning in 
the arts.  
Assessment 
With education standards, assessment expectations have played a major role in 
teachers’ decisions to generate creative opportunities for students (Beghetto & Kaufman; 
Gilbert, 2016; Nicholl & McLellan, 2008; Wesolowski, 2015). To raise academic 
standards, governments have implemented policies that include benchmarks and 
measurement tools while still expecting teachers to facilitate creativity in the classroom. 
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Gilbert (2016) suggested that assessment expectations might limit teachers’ freedom and 
dilute content-specific topics, reducing the time available to develop creative 
opportunities for students. Assessment expectations have affected the clarity, centrality, 
and accessibility of the domain of music education. 
Clarity. Researchers have suggested that some assessment expectations do not 
provide clarity regarding how music teachers can assess their students effectively. For 
example, if grades are to document the degree to which students are learning required 
knowledge, grades should report to what extent students are meeting the standards 
(Lehman, 1998). Assessment information is invaluable to students and parents not only to 
evaluate student growth but also the effectiveness of music instruction (Asmus, 1999). 
However, music teachers have suggested that they cannot use effective assessment 
strategies because of time limitations, heavy workloads, and lack of training in 
assessment (St. Pierre & Wuttke, 2015). One study of practicing music teachers using 
standards-based curricula found that over half of the participants were unfamiliar with 
and unclear regarding how to use standard-based grading as assessment (St. Pierre & 
Wuttke, 2015). 
Authors of the model cornerstone assessments for the Core Arts Standards 
suggested that the new assessments may solve the problems identified in the previous 
paragraph. The assessments serve as a representation of the evidence needed to show that 
students have achieved the desired learning (NCCAS, 2014, p. 15). Because the writers 
used a backward design when developing the standards, teachers can look at assessments 
first and then determine how to guide instruction to reach the desired goal. The authors 
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embedded the assessments in the curriculum, recurring over grades. The assessments 
contain authentic contexts, assess both understanding and transfer of skills, integrate 
twenty-first century skills, engage students in meaningful learning, and provide content 
for students’ portfolios (NCAAS, 2014). 
Centrality. The shifting of responsibility for student achievement from the 
student to the teacher in recent years has affected teachers’ abilities to provide creative 
opportunities (Gilbert, 2016). This shift has led to anxiety for many educators as 
administers analyze standardized test scores and share them publicly. In addition, school 
officials may use these scores as a basis for raises, pay cuts, and contract renewals for 
teachers. Some states are using math and reading test scores to show teacher effectiveness 
in any subject, regardless of evidence of student growth in a teacher’s specialized area 
(Gilbert, 2016). To maintain music’s position as a central core subject in general 
education, Gilbert (2016) suggested that music should track student growth without 
sacrificing the education of the students. As a result, policy writers often expect music 
teachers to support general academic curriculum in their classrooms. Because of the 
emphasis on these high-stakes tests, teaching focuses on knowledge acquisition rather 
than providing creative opportunities (Burnard & White, 2013). 
Gilbert (2016) argued that music teachers need to support academic classes to 
have a central role in education. Other researchers have suggested that music educators 
should assess students on what they can do in music. Because legislators are responsible 
for creative policy regarding education, music education policy must fit the political 
agenda (Fisher, 2008). Facts and figures highly motivate politicians today and solid data 
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are much more significant than descriptive discussions regarding the spiritual power of 
the arts (Fisher, 2008). Fisher argued that rigorous testing could help establish the arts as 
part of the basic core curriculum in schools. Asmus (1999) argued that teachers could use 
effective assessment in music classrooms to serve as not only an evaluation of the 
students but also the effectiveness of the teaching. Using standard-based grading could be 
the missing link between what assessment experts suggest and what teachers are 
practicing in the classroom (Asmus, 1999). 
Despite these recommendations, many music educators oppose standardized 
assessment in the classroom (Fisher, 2008). Those opposed to assessment stress that 
music is an artistic expression and teachers should not test students’ musical knowledge 
with the same assessments as other classes. Standardized music assessments concern 
some educators because music assessments would test all students, and they may be 
accountable for the learning of students who are not in their classes. Because student test 
results affect teacher pay, music educators may be anxious about being accountable for 
the performance of students not in their classrooms. In addition, Fisher suggested that, 
because music classes are all very different, it would not be fair to hold all students to the 
same standards. Finally, with the pressures of performance-based classes to compete and 
perform, there would not be time for individual standardized testing without jeopardizing 
program quality (Fisher, 2008). 
Writers of the Core Arts Standards provided opportunities for teachers to assess 
students on their knowledge of music and still meet current assessment expectations. 
McTighe (2011) suggested that the cornerstone assessments provided within the 
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standards are curriculum embedded, establish authentic contexts for performance, assess 
understanding and transfer, evaluate performance with established rubrics, and provide 
content for a student’s portfolio (as cited by NCCAS, 2014). Unlike standardized tests, 
the assessments engage students in applying their knowledge in relevant contexts. The 
assessments provide opportunities to collecting student work that shows the nature of 
student achievement of content standards (NCCAS, 2014). 
Accessibility. Teachers who feel pressured to raise test scores may only allow 
students to work on prescribed tasks at school. They may also not allow students to 
explore problems other than those laid out by curriculum, suggesting that students’ 
interests are irrelevant to the learning process (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2010). Through a 
survey of teachers in the UK, Nicholl and McLellan (2008) found that while teachers 
value creativity, their own performance was based on student test results, which were not 
contingent with creativity. Because exams assess knowledge acquisition and retention at 
the expense of application and generation of new ideas, teachers often cover only the 
material required to be successful on the exams. 
Unlike assessments in other subject areas, the model cornerstone assessments “do 
not follow the national trend to use standardized measures that narrow the curricula” 
(Burrack & Parkes, 2018, p. 2). Creators of the assessments did not mean for them to 
evaluate the success of the music program or compare students’ content knowledge 
between classrooms, districts, and states (Burrack & Parkes, 2018). According to Burrack 
and Parkes, the creators designed the rubrics to allow for flexibility of tasks while 
measuring student learning and assessing students’ development of artistic processes. 
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This process occurs “across multiple curricula and various means through which they can 
experience the artistic processes” (Burrack & Parkes, 2018, pp. 5-6). Thus, teachers can 
design their lessons to meet their own expectations and the unique needs of their students, 
maintaining professional teacher autonomy (Burrack & Parkes, 2018). 
The Field 
In addition to the rules and symbols found in the domain, both Burnard (2012a) 
and Csikszentmihalyi (1997) suggested that another integral component in the creative 
system is the field. Csikszentmihalyi (2014) defined the field as the social structure that 
includes anyone that affects a person’s ability to generate new ideas. The “gatekeepers” 
(experts) in the field select creative products worthy of being reintroduced into the 
domain. Fields are parts of certain social systems, and each field varies in terms of 
selectiveness of the gatekeepers. If people are not interested in a creative product, the 
product will not survive in the domain. For example, Csikszentmihalyi stated that if no 
one were interested in flying when the Wright Brothers developed the first plane, people 
would have forgotten it and would not have developed aeronautics at that time. Although 
the time frame varies depending on the structure of the domain, it takes roughly seven 
years for a new discovery to appear in the domain (Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). 
Burnard (2012a) expanded Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of the field in terms of 
musical creativity. Rather than looking to the gatekeepers, professional musicians 
understand how to position themselves within the field of social systems to generate 
capital and have their products accepted. Logic drives their creativity and the 
interrelationships between and within the fields of music production. These fields include 
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audiences, dancers, artists, technology, and industry. The emphasis of the field should be 
collaboration with other members of the field both in person and through digital 
technology. 
In-Person Collaboration 
Researchers have suggested that musical creativity is a social practice. 
Collaborative knowledge construction and creative problem solving are essential to work 
life (Dillenbourg, 1999; Nicholl & McLellan, 2008; Webb, Troper, Fall, & Levin, 1995). 
Many current conceptions of learning highlight the central importance of student 
participation in social interaction. Webb et al. (1995) discussed benefits of collaboration, 
include developing products with higher levels of complexity and promoting an 
environment where students learn from each other. 
Collaborative knowledge construction leads to engaging in higher levels of 
complexity in later creative products (Wiggins, 2010). Cangro (2004) argued that 
collaborative music making includes extra practice for individuals, assessment and 
feedback from peers, a high level of engagement, encouragement of divergent thinking, 
and building understanding that will eventually lead to mastery. Giving explanations to 
others can encourage the explainer to reorganize and clarify, recognize errors, fill in gaps 
in understanding, develop new strategies, and develop new perspectives (Webb et al., 
1995). 
Besides creating more complex products, collaborative learning promotes an 
environment where all participants are learning from each other, including students from 
students, teachers from students, students from teachers, and teachers from teachers 
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(Allsup, 2003). This collaboration involves a process in which creative people think 
together through ideas and images (Wegerif & Higgins, 2010). As a result, building 
communities where people’s feelings concern participants helps develop hidden aptitudes 
and unrecognized talents (Allsup, 2016). 
Collaborating Through Technology 
Providing opportunities for students to use digital technology in the classroom 
also promotes collaboration with their peers. One way to foster collaboration through 
technology is computer-based lessons in which students compose music in elementary 
classrooms (Nikolaidou, 2012). Students can collaborate toward a common goal while 
working with computers through computer-based talk. Hewitt (2008) found that when 
students collaboratively compose, they appear to develop their own ideas and share them 
with their partners to contribute to the overall development of the music. 
In addition to promoting collaboration in the classroom, engaging students with 
technology allows them to connect globally within a broader field (Kim, 2013). The 
ability to share knowledge online has allowed more people to create deeper media 
content and allowed people who normally would have no opportunity to learn music to 
express themselves (Zagalo & Branco, 2015). Burnard (2012a) suggested that digital 
technologies offer opportunities for creativity by bringing together communities, such as 
schools, artists, and universities. The physical environment of the classroom no longer 
limits school music communities. Students can now exchange ideas globally through 
technology and find new communities to relate to and engage with (Cremata & Powell, 
2017). 
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The Creative Individual 
Burnard suggested that creative people should develop certain attributes. These 
attributes include the ability to take risks, to use flexible thinking, and to have a sense of 
agency. Students listen to music and create music in multiple learning environments, 
including on the Internet and outside of school. As a result, it may be important for 
teachers to keep the creative process relevant to make the experience culturally 
meaningful (Allsup, 2003). When teachers give students space to explore freely, they will 
create a context in which they are familiar. As a result, “the material they choose will 
represent a world that is theirs, a world they understand, a world that defines who they 
are” (p. 35). 
Agency 
Agency is key when engaging in creative practices (Burnard & White, 2013; Craft 
et al., 2007; Green, 2006; McIntyre, 2008; Odena & Welch, 2009). McIntyre (2008) 
defined agency as the ability to choose, which is imperative to creativity. Members of the 
field and policies in the domain may set limits on autonomous decision making. 
Researchers have discussed common themes regarding student agency in the classroom, 
including agency resulting in meaningful experiences, promoting democratic learning, 
and aiding in collaborative creative processes (Karlsen, 2014; Muhonen, 2016; Wiggins, 
2010). 
Allowing students agency in the classroom can make their learning more 
meaningful. Researchers have found that students who have agency in the learning 
process are more motivated, are more satisfied with their learning, and are more likely to 
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achieve academic success (Lin-Siegler, Dweck, & Cohen, 2016). Green (2008) found that 
agency was one of the five main characteristics of informal music learning practices that 
enabled creativity. Green noted that informal learners choose music that is familiar and 
with which they strongly identify. By adopting the same principle in the classroom, 
students may have more agency and may be more engaged in the creative process (Green, 
2008). 
Students value the creative experience more when they deem themselves capable 
contributors of the final product (Muhonen, 2016). Muhonen suggested that when music 
teachers create a space that allows for students to negotiate intentions, experiences, 
knowledge, and social skills together, the students may find the experience meaningful. 
Within this space, all members should attend to democratic principles, allowing for 
mutual respect and tolerance (Ruud, as cited by Karlsen, 2014). By providing this kind of 
space for their students, teachers allow students to experience agency, and the learning 
may be democratic (Karlsen, 2014; Muhonen, 2016; Wiggins, 2010).  
Guidelines, structures, and frameworks are necessary for agency to benefit the 
creative process (Lin-Siegler et al., 2016). Wiggins (2010) posited the need for balance 
between creating a classroom environment that promotes agency and providing the 
scaffolding needed to produce quality products. Within this environment, students should 
have authentic choices that allow them to see that their opinions and actions will have a 
real effect on themselves and the surrounding people. It is important that educators do not 
tell students what to think; rather, teachers can reveal their thinking by reflecting what 
they observe back to the students, recognizing their acts of problem solving (Lin-Siegler 
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et al., 2016).  
Risk-taking 
For creativity to take place, it is necessary for a person to take risks (Burnard, 
2007; Burnard & White, 2013; Craft et al., 2007; Craft & Jeffrey, 2008; Henriksen & 
Mishra, 2015). Researchers deem risk-taking necessary for people to contribute to a 
competitive economy (Craft & Jeffrey, 2008; Sahlberg, 2006; Weisberg, 1999). Despite 
this fact, educational policy often hinders teachers’ abilities to provide opportunities for 
their students to take risks (Burnard & White, 2013; Craft & Jeffrey, 2008; Sternberg, 
2003). 
Policy writers have viewed contemporary capitalism as a knowledge economy 
that values risk-taking and learning by doing as a basis for creative industrial activity 
(Craft & Jeffrey, 2008). Globalization has increased economic competition both within 
countries and between countries (Sahlberg, 2006). Policy writers have reformed 
education to meet the needs of the changing economy. According to Sahlberg (2006), the 
most compatible features within education policy that benefit the economy are those that 
encourage flexibility, creativity, and risk-taking. Enterprises working with global 
production tend to be faster and less certain than in previous years. These enterprises 
demand more acceptance of ambiguity, more risk-taking, and more willingness to 
experiment (Weisberg, 1999). Although education policy writers have suggested that 
teachers should give students opportunities to take risks in school, research shows that 
education standards may limit these opportunities. 
Despite the evidence that risk-taking is an essential skill, the ways in which 
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teachers implement education standards may inhibits students’ willingness to take risks 
(Burnard & White, 2013). Writers of current education policy require teachers to measure 
student growth and teach in “state-mandated ways” (Burnard & White, 2013, p. 667). 
Teachers may be unsure how to meet the expectations of education policy while also 
engaging students in practices that develop creativity. As a result, they may limit 
opportunities for risk-taking. Few children may take risks when teachers praise perfect 
test scores and papers, encouraging them to “play it safe” (Sternberg, 2003, p. 115). The 
co-existence of creativity and performance policies in education in the UK creates a 
tension between the need to take risks and foster creativity and heavy-duty accountability 
(Craft & Jeffrey, 2008). 
Researchers have provided suggestions regarding how to allow for risk-taking in 
classrooms. These suggestions include school administrators needing to provide support 
for teachers to take risks (Burnard & White, 2013) and teachers not only encouraging 
risk-taking but also rewarding it (Sternberg, 2003). Music educators can show a sense of 
humor while modeling creative traits to all students, which may help students be more 
willing to take risks while making music (Hickey & Webster, 2001). If teachers create an 
environment that allows students to create music without the fear of failure, students may 
feel more encouraged to take risks and be creative (Hickey & Webster, 2001). 
Flexible Thinking 
Researchers have discussed several frameworks that explain flexible thinking 
regarding creativity (Barak & Levenberg, 2016; Jacobson & Spiro, 1995; Karakelle, 
2009). They have suggested that flexible thinking involves the ability to adapt to different 
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situations, to find multiple solutions for problems, and to be open to others and handle 
change. In each framework, flexible thinking is essential to the creative process. 
Barak and Levenberg (2016) referred to flexible thinking as cognitive flexibility 
in which creative people can shift their thinking between different tasks and be open to 
other’s ideas. According to these authors, learners need to engage in flexible thinking to 
solve problems within the confines of specific constraints, such as time, space, or 
location. The first approach to understanding cognitive flexibility is that of a set-shifting 
ability. Open-mindedness involves the ability to learn from others, manage teamwork, 
listen to different perspectives, and handle conflicts. The second approach is a person’s 
ability to adapt to new or changing situations. While adapting to changes, learners can 
find multiple solutions, solve unfamiliar problems, and transfer knowledge to new 
situations. The third approach is the ability to find new solutions to unfamiliar problems, 
including the use of new technologies. By accepting new technologies, learners adjust to 
advanced technologies and use them meaningfully. 
Jacobson and Spiro (1995) framed flexible thinking as a five-principle 
instructional approach. The first principle is multiple knowledge representations. 
According to this principal, because a one-dimensional depiction of knowledge 
misrepresents important facets of the domain, the creative person needs multiple methods 
to represent knowledge. The second principle is linking abstract concepts to multiple-case 
examples. In situations in which a teacher expects a learner to understand an abstract 
concept, it is necessary to show how these concepts apply to many actual-case situations. 
The third principle is to introduce complexity early rather than to break down complex 
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topics into isolated entities. This process prepares the learner for a deeper understanding 
of knowledge that is not quantitatively different from previous instruction. Finally, rather 
than learners retrieving prior knowledge from a “pre-compiled monolithic knowledge 
schema,” the fifth principle suggests that learners should assemble relevant abstract 
conceptual and case-specific knowledge for a problem-solving task (Jacobson & Spiro, 
1995 p. 307). 
To understand the importance of flexible access to knowledge, researchers have 
discussed the path-of-least-resistance model (T. B. Ward, 1994, 1995; T. B. Ward, 
Patterson, Sifonis, Dodds, & Saunders, 2002). According to this model, when people 
develop new ideas for a domain, they access basic-level examples from the domain and 
use them to produce novel ideas. By engaging students in flexible thinking, T.B. Ward 
and colleagues found that they could adopt more abstract approaches and consequently 
develop more original creations. When using flexible thinking, students access 
conceptual knowledge at multiple levels of abstraction, help people see structures of 
knowledge they may not have otherwise considered, and discover alternate ways of 
looking at things. 
Researchers have shown the essentialness of flexibility in the creative process in 
many forms. Studies have indicated that people with high levels of flexibility can solve 
problems better than less flexible people by considering alternative solutions rather than 
referring to familiar methods (Barak & Levenberg, 2016). According to Barak and 
Levenberg, learners should exhibit flexible thinking to solve problems within the 
confines of specific constraints, such as time, space, or location. Creative individuals 
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think within many categories and dimensions. Creative individuals not only think 
differently than others but can also bring different points of view to ideas (Karakelle, 
2009). 
Relevancy 
In the digital age, youth cultures are changing and teaching practices may also 
need to change to meet the broader context of students’ lives (Burnard, 2007). New 
learning environments, such as the Internet, can facilitate the connection between what is 
going on inside the classroom and more formal educational settings (Burnard, 2007). In a 
study involving eight teachers who successfully engage students in creative activities, 
participants agreed there should be an emphasis on real-world learning and applying 
lessons to real-world scenarios because creativity builds upon things that already exist 
and the experiences that occur in everyday lives (Henriksen & Mishra, 2015). Vallerand, 
Fortier, and Guay (1997) suggested that students may be more likely to invest more in the 
learning process, feel encouraged, and perform better in school if teachers help them 
understand the relevancy of the lesson to their future goals (Vallerand, Fortier, & Guay, 
1997). 
While content taught in the classroom needs to be relevant, teaching practices also 
need to mirror the ways students experience music outside of the classroom. According to 
Green (2006), students can have success and meaningful music-making experiences 
when they engage with music the same way popular musicians engage with music. 
Teachers who encourage similar types of engagement in their classrooms might allow 
students to choose music themselves, copy recordings by ear, assimilate skills (often in 
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haphazard ways), and focus on listening, performing, improvising, and composing with 
an emphasis on creativity. Green concluded that analyzing popular music may not engage 
school students because it does not resemble how people create popular music outside of 
school; teachers may have most success by not focusing on the authenticity of the 
musical product but instead on the authenticity of the musical learning practice. 
Technology is one way to bring real-world experiences into the music classroom. 
Technology offers students personal musical choices, much like they have in their 
musical lives outside of school. Crow (2006) suggested that by providing opportunities to 
use technology, teachers can keep the curriculum relevant and give students ownership 
while developing musical identities. In addition, students may be self-directed and 
consequently make creative decisions based on their own learning experiences (Kim, 
2013). The challenge of providing these experiences to students is to develop knowledge 
about digital music technology that students bring from home to school. By doing so, 
teachers can bring real-world experience into the music classroom (Burnard, 2012a).  
Despite the benefits for providing relevance to students, many formal music 
education classes do not allow students to create music that is culturally meaningful and 
self-reflective (Allsup, 2003). This disconnect between the music that students study at 
school and musical life outside of school reinforces what Allsup called “a false 
dichotomy between opposing cultures” (p. 25). Green (2006) argued that listening to 
classical or folk music is not part of children’s cultural practices, and music teachers may 
find difficulty keeping up with ever-changing popular music. As a result, students’ 
responses to music in the classroom may be unenthusiastic when they feel disconnected 
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from the content taught in the classroom (Green, 2006). Resnick (1987) suggested that 
formal learning places more priority on a decontextualized knowledge that students 
cannot relate to, leading to school being tedious and repetitive. 
Conclusion 
Introducing standards and assessments into the domain of music education may 
affect the clarity, centrality, and accessibility of the domain. Researchers have shown 
that, most times, education standards have hindered the creative process (Burnard & 
White 2013; Gilbert, 2016; Griffin, 2014; Hartley, 2006; Shaheen, 2010). Writers of the 
Core Arts Standards tried to clarify what students should know and be able to do across 
four artistic processes. They also provided cornerstone assessments embedded in the 
curriculum that recur over grades, contain authentic contexts, assess both understanding 
and the transfer of skills, integrate twenty-first century skills, use rubrics, engage students 
in meaningful learning, and provide content for students’ portfolios (NCAAS, 2014). To 
centralize music education in the larger cultural system, the Core Arts Standards address 
college and career readiness with the aim to provide all students with twenty-first century 
skills. 
Researchers have discussed the benefits of collaboration for the creative person 
(Wiggins, 2008; Webb et a., 1995; Wegerif & Higgins, 2010). Collaborating within a 
diverse field that includes audiences, dancers, artists, technology, and industry may 
expose students to more kinds of creativity and therefore more creative opportunities 
(Burnard, 2012a). In addition to connecting in person to collaborate, technology in the 
music classroom can connect students globally to a broader field, increasing their 
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motivation to learn (Crow, 2006; Zagalo & Branco, 2015). Collaboration requires 
students to engage with others to communicate new ideas, be open to new perspectives, 
show originality, understand real-world limits, work effectively on teams, show 
flexibility, and have shared responsibility (NCAAS, 2014). 
Besides collaborating within a broad field, a creative individual engages in 
relevant learning activities and engages in agency, flexible thinking, and risk-taking 
(Burnard, 2012a). Despite research showing the benefits of developing these attributes 
for a creative economy, when teachers are subject to high-stakes accountability, they 
often limit opportunities for students. Writers of the Core Arts Standards addressed these 
attributes by suggesting that creative practices should include flexible thinking, creative 
problem solving, inquisitiveness, and perseverance. They also discussed that the 
cornerstone assessments engage students in applying knowledge and skills in an authentic 
and relevant context. The standards must be fresh if they are to remain relevant and 
influential (NCAAS, 2014, Conceptual Framework, p. 6). 
The purpose of this study was to explore how music teachers provide 
opportunities to develop creative attributes in students while implementing the Core Arts 
Standards in the domain of music education. Researchers have shown the effect of 
previous education standards on teachers’ abilities to develop creative attributes and 
allow students to collaborate. However, there is little research to show how teachers 
accommodate these elements while implementing the new arts standards. My colleagues 
and I hoped to share our own experiences and provide insight regarding how other music 
educators might move forward as they try to do the same.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD 
The purpose of this study was to explore how my colleagues and I provided 
opportunities to develop creative attributes in students while implementing the National 
Core Arts Standards. I chose narrative inquiry as my method for several reasons. The first 
reason is because I intended to take part in the study along with my colleagues. Second, 
Riessman (1993) stated that narrativization not only tells about past actions, but how 
people understand those actions. Through conversations in our monthly meetings, 
Megan, Julie, and I discussed how we understood creative attributes to be a part of the 
lessons we had taught prior to the meetings. Third, Riessman stated that events become 
more meaningful because of their placement in the narrative. I hoped to include stories in 
a narrative form that would make our experiences not only meaningful to us, but also 
meaningful to readers. I chose two other elementary general music teachers working in 
the same school district in the Southwest United States to participate in the study. The 
study lasted from September to May. While the school year started in July, it took about 
six weeks to get approval both from IRB and the school principals to begin the study. We 
met five times during the year to discuss lessons we planned that aimed to develop 
creative attributes in students. I supplied each teacher with a five-subject notebook with 
each section representing a different key concept in the study (agency, relevancy, flexible 
thinking, risk-taking, and technology/collaboration). I further divided each section into 
the 11 anchor standards found in the Core Arts Standards. We documented lessons taught 
by discussing them in the corresponding section of the notebook. I transcribed all 
meetings and shared the transcriptions with my colleagues to check for accuracy. We co-
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composed interim texts to represent our experiences. I used these interim texts to create 
the final text that appears in Chapter 4. I describe each of these methods in further detail 
below. 
Narrative Inquiry 
Narrative inquiry is a fluid approach in which the researcher remains open to 
following the stories of participants’ experiences (Clandinin, 2013). Readers might think 
of a narrative inquiry more as a research puzzle than an attempt to address a research 
question with a precise definition (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Given this fluid 
understanding of data collection and analysis, the results of a study do not lead to 
generalizations and certainties. Instead, the results should help the reader lean toward 
wondering and imagining an array of possibilities (Clandinin, 2013). Narrative inquiry 
involves living, telling, retelling, and reliving stories. When researchers come alongside 
participants and inquire into lived and told stories, all participants relive and retell their 
stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 1988). As researchers and participants retell stories, they 
are all changed by the experience. Researchers intentionally place their lives alongside 
others, so that the researchers and participants are both under study and co-compose 
research texts. 
Researchers have discussed narrative as a way of knowing. Barrett and Stauffer 
(2012), suggested that what people understand is unique and that no one person has the 
same experience as another, even though they may share those experiences. Although this 
statement is true, humans are naturally social beings and have a desire to share 
experiences (Barrett & Stauffer, 2012). By telling stories, people invite others to make 
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sense of and relate their own experiences. Listening to and retelling stories provides 
entirely different experiences (Barrett and Stauffer, 2012). Narrative is a distinct way of 
knowing, making sense of both the self and the social world, and a way to represent 
meanings and experiences (Bruner, 1986). 
Riessman (1993) suggested that there are five levels of representation involved in 
narrative inquiry research: attending, telling, transcribing, analyzing, and reading. 
Attending the experience involves reflecting and remembering certain features within the 
stream of consciousness and then recollecting them into observations. Telling about the 
experience is the performance of the personal narrative. The third level of representation 
is transcribing the experience. Recording and transcribing are essential to the process of 
narrative analysis. Riessman suggested that transcription is important so that the reader 
can see the stories apart from the analysis of them. The fourth level of representation is 
analyzing the experience in which the researcher goes through all the transcriptions to 
make sense of all the data. The final level is reading the narrative. This step is a 
collaborative effort that may often involve colleagues or a published work that the 
researcher returns to those whom the narrative is about (Riessman, 1993). 
The process of interpreting experience happens at all five points of the research 
process and involves representing reality each time participants recreate voices in the 
research process. Riessman (1993) also reminded researchers they should validate their 
interpretations with theoretical support and allow for alternative interpretations to show 
the salience of analytical findings. My colleagues and I applied each of Riessman’s five 
levels throughout this study, which I will describe in the data collection and analysis 
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sections. 
Participant Recruitment and Identification of Research Sites 
Qualitative inquiry often involves a negotiation of a field of entry that lays out 
responsibilities for both researchers and practitioners (Clandinin & Connelly, 1988). 
Rather than simply a successful application of established principles, collaborative 
research requires a close relationship that is like friendship (Clandinin & Connelly, 
1988). Empowering relationships involve a feeling of connectedness in which all 
participants feel equality and caring and experience a feeling of mutual purpose and 
intention (Hogan, 1988, p. 12). My colleagues and I have worked together in the same 
district for three years. We had already experienced collaboration through district-
sponsored performances. While taking part in the study, besides our formal meetings at 
my school, we also met informally at restaurants for lunch or dinner to strengthen our 
camaraderie and discuss other aspects of our lives not related directly to the study. As a 
result, we developed a feeling of connectedness and mutual purpose and intention. 
School District 
I conducted the research in the district in which I was teaching so that I could be a 
participant in the learning process. It was an ideal district for this study because 
administrators expected teachers to adhere to state and national standards in their 
curriculum. The district operates on a modified year-round schedule; students start school 
in mid-July. There is a three-week break from the end of September through the middle 
of October, a two-week Christmas break, and a two-week spring break. Students end 
school on the Thursday before Memorial Day weekend. According to Niche.com, the 
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school district received an overall rating of A-, based on academics, teachers, clubs and 
activities, diversity, college prep, and health and safety. 
Participants 
Before beginning my research prospectus, I discussed my potential research 
problem and purpose at a district music meeting to determine whether it would interest 
anyone to participate in the study. There was an overwhelming response by both 
elementary and middle school music teachers indicating that they would be interested in 
participating. As I began my prospectus, I limited the scope to elementary general music. 
I first narrowed the study to general music, as I realized providing creative opportunities 
in performance classes would be very different than in a general music class. 
Furthermore, I felt the study would be more useful to the field of music education if I 
concentrated on a narrower curriculum. Because our district did not offer a year-long 
general music class at the middle school level, I chose to focus on the elementary 
curriculum.  
There are seven elementary schools in the school district. Four of these schools 
had a high turnover of music teachers in the nine years I had been in the district. Once I 
received approval for my research prospectus, I asked the two other music teachers in the 
district that had been there the longest if they were still interested. They both quickly 
agreed. I chose two veteran teachers because we had worked together for years in many 
capacities, and had already developed a friendly relationship and mutual respect. They 
also showed a willingness to focus on providing creative experiences for students, which 
was necessary for participation. Once they agreed to take part, I got formal permission 
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from all three of our principals to conduct the study. 
Each of us was implementing the Core Arts Standards for the first time in our 
classrooms. The other two teachers taught at the schools closest in proximity to mine. We 
collaborated frequently on joint musical performances throughout the year, and we were 
all involved in rewriting the standards for the district once the district adopted the 
National Core Arts Standards. This process involved calendaring the standards and 
unwrapping the standards to include learning objectives, essential questions, big ideas, 
and examples of model products. We calendared the national standards into three of the 
four school quarters for all schools in the district, allowing one quarter to prepare 
students for their grade-level performances. 
Megan. Thanks to her mother, Megan was raised in a very musical family. Her 
mother instilled her love of music in her four children. Megan enrolled her in private 
organ lessons at age seven, and she continued these lessons for seven years. She followed 
in her siblings’ footsteps by joining the elementary band program in fifth grade and 
attended summer band camps throughout her high school years. All of Megan’s siblings 
participating in marching band, and she and another sibling continued their marching 
careers in college. 
Music was not Megan’s first career choice. She received a Bachelor of Fine Arts 
in Art Education. Because arts education jobs were scarce, she ended up working in the 
banking industry for 20 years. Her sister informed her of a Masters Certification in 
Education program. She decided to enter the program and became a second-grade 
teacher. 
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Nine years later, Megan’s principal approached her to see if she would be 
interested in taking over the music program at her school. Her principal knew that while 
engaging in non-musical careers, Megan had still been an active chorus and quartet 
member for 38 years with an international barbershop acapella organization that 
promotes musical education, performance, and competition opportunities. Megan 
accepted the position and became the music director.  
Megan only had seven weeks to prepare and pass the state music proficiency test. 
She passed with flying colors and now shares her love of music with 840 students a 
week. She frequently shares her own musical accomplishments and activities with her 
students. Most recently she shared her current chorus’ recent international gold champion 
performance with her students. By sharing these experiences, Megan sees her students get 
excited, realizing that she knows how it feels to be challenged and rewarded through 
music. 
Julie. Julie began her teaching career while still in high school supporting a local 
strings program, coaching small groups through early string concert literature on the 
weekends. She developed further in this capacity through experiences with both private 
and group string lessons and working with programs to develop early childhood music 
education and exploration while in college. Her interests were not in teaching as a 
primary career path initially. She had planned to attend conservatory and join chamber 
groups and perform around the world. As happens in life, paths change. While working 
on her double major in performance and instrumental education she took a class that 
would change her path. 
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After taking her required course in elementary education, Julie found herself 
drawn to the development of the young child. The class inspired her as she saw how 
musical experiences could help grow and develop young minds. She wanted to train 
children to become well-adjusted and aware adults, as well as musical people.  
After graduation, Julie began her teaching career as a general music teacher and 
choir director. After the district changed her program, she moved to her current district, 
where she has taught the past five years. It was here she got involved with the newly 
adopted state standards and participated in this study, which has helped her dive into 
providing creative opportunities for her students. 
Christie. At the start of the study, I had taught for 19 years. I started my musical 
career at the Eastman School of Music as a performance major. Once I realized my 
school offered a double major with education, I decided to double so I had a back-up 
plan. Because I was still unsure what I wanted to do professionally, I decided to pursue a 
master’s degree in music performance.  
While working on my master’s degree, a local band director asked me to work 
with the clarinet section at a local band camp. In between sessions, the head band director 
mentioned that there was a middle school band position available in the district, and he 
thought I would be a good candidate. I decided to apply and interview for the job, 
approaching it as “practice” for when I was really looking for a job. To my surprise, the 
superintendent offered me the position. I decided to give up my assistantship and finish 
my master’s degree part time while I was in the first year of my professional teaching 
career. During my first year of teaching I finished my master’s degree and taught 30 
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private students. 
Four years later, personal circumstances led me to the Southwest. I was fortunate 
to get a job teaching elementary and junior high band in an affluent district with a well- 
established program. As the district expanded and decided to add a high school, my 
responsibilities expanded as well. In addition to teaching elementary and middle school 
band, my new expectation was to start a high school marching band. Knowing my 
competitive nature, I knew this would be an incredible time commitment to develop a 
successful program. At the time, I had a 15-month old at home and had discovered I was 
expecting my second child. Knowing I couldn’t satisfy the districts needs as a band 
director and my own expectations of being a mom, I decided to make the switch to 
elementary general music. I moved over to the position I was in at the time of the study, 
teaching general music, band, orchestra, and choir.  
Data Collection 
It is necessary to establish time, relationship, space, and voice between researcher 
and participants. To accomplish this goal, we worked together to decide when we would 
meet, where we would meet, and for how long. It is also important for the researcher to 
listen first to the practitioner’s story because the researcher often silences the practitioner 
in typical research relationships (Noddings, 1986). By allowing practitioners to tell their 
stories first, they may feel a sense of authority and validity in the study. 
Noddings (1986) commented that, in research on teaching, there is often not 
enough attention given to matters of community and collegiality. To address this issue, I 
included other participants with whom I had a professional and friendly relationship. I 
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also worked to establish an environment in which all participants had equal time to share 
their stories of creativity at our meetings. 
The study began in September and continued through May. We met for an 
informal introductory meeting at the beginning of September to share our experiences of 
providing creative opportunities for students in previous years before implementing the 
Core Arts Standards. We also discussed future meetings and how we would collect data. 
We decided we would have monthly meetings on Fridays after school in my office. 
Following our initial meeting, we began collecting data in the two weeks we had to teach 
before our fall break. Due to a family emergency that prevented Julie from meeting, I met 
with Megan on October 13th, and Julie on October 14th. All three of us met together on 
November 18th and December 16th. Because of holiday schedules and the number of half 
days in February, we met again on March 3rd, and had our final meeting on May 12th. I 
recorded and transcribed all meetings and then shared the transcripts with my colleagues 
to ensure that I was accurately reflecting what we had discussed in our meetings. 
At the first meeting, I gave each teacher a five-subject notebook divided into the 
six key concepts. Each section then had a page for each of the 11 Core Arts Standards. 
Aside from meetings, we consistently communicated through phone calls and email as 
we collected materials. Throughout the study, we applied Riessman’s (1993) five levels 
of representation. We addressed the first two of these levels in the data collection process 
as described below. 
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Attending the Experience 
Between meetings, we documented how we implemented each of the six key 
concepts in our five-subject notebooks. This process involved examining each lesson and 
determining whether the lesson involved agency, relevancy, flexible thinking, 
collaboration, risk-taking, or technology. While we focused on these concepts, we 
constantly created new realities as we thought about our lessons between meetings and as 
we adjusted our realities through conversations in meetings (Riessman, 1993). 
Attending through reflection. Throughout the course of the study, we continued 
to revisit our lessons from different perspectives while reflecting personally on our 
experiences between our meetings. For example, I was unaware that my fourth-grade 
students had just studied Haiku poetry when planning a lesson for them to write poetry to 
music. Once the students shared this information with me, the lesson had a sense of 
relevancy that it otherwise seemed to lack. 
As the year progressed and we worked together to discuss our realities, the 
influence of other lessons and conversations with each other led to broader understanding 
of previous lessons. The broader understanding allowed us to further construct new 
realities and new understanding. For example, while discussing the use of iconic 
representations in our lessons, Julie remembered her students chose how to represent 
form iconically while preparing for their Veterans Day performance. While she had not 
initially considered this lesson to be an example of students exhibiting agency, this new 
reality changed her perspective. When looking for relevancy, I focused on those lessons 
that connected to students’ lives outside of school and their learning in other school 
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subjects. Julie had categorized lessons as relevant if they connected to a lesson previously 
taught in music class. These conversations caused me to reflect on other lessons to 
determine whether I had missed elements of relevancy when considering a narrower 
focus. We included these reflections in the five-subject notebooks. 
Attending by observing. I also observed each teacher implementing creative 
processes in the classroom and took field notes of those observations. Field notes of 
observations are active recordings of the researcher’s construction of classroom events 
(Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). This construction represents the researcher’s personal 
practical knowing in representing the events, rather than a passive recording, which 
anyone could record without the researcher’s interpretation. This process allowed me to 
attend to the experience of both Megan and Julie and to construct yet another reality of 
the same experience. I provided copies of field notes and transcripts to Megan and Julie 
and we co-constructed stories resulting from these observations. I observed Megan and 
Julie teaching both general and instrumental music classes. 
Telling the Experience 
The second level of representation involved sharing our experiences with each 
other. When we met for our meetings, each teacher shared her data corresponding to each 
of the six key concepts. The notebooks I had provided served as my interview guide. We 
came to the initial meetings with different expectations. I had initially planned to address 
all concepts one at a time at each meeting. Julie had thought we would only address one 
concept per meeting, so she had only addressed agency in her lessons for the first 
meeting. Megan had found examples of lessons that represented specific concepts but had 
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not thought through each lesson to determine whether multiple concepts might be 
apparent in one lesson. 
For the October and November meetings, we started with agency and worked 
through each of the 11 standards. Each of us took turns sharing lessons we taught in 
which students had opportunities to exhibit agency. We then worked through each of the 
other concepts in the same fashion. Most times, another participant had an experience 
like what the others were describing, which added to the conversation. 
After our initial meetings in October and November, we decided it was best to 
talk about each lesson individually, rather than each key concept. When addressing each 
key concept individually, we often discussed the same lesson multiple times if the lesson 
exhibited multiple key concepts. Looking at each lesson and discussing the concepts 
present in the lesson helped the flow of the meeting and initiated more discussion. For 
example, at one meeting, Julie discussed collaboration while explaining a lesson 
involving music and math. I asked her if she was providing the rhythms or if the students 
were creating the rhythms. She shared that, while she was providing the rhythms for this 
lesson, they would create their own in the next lesson and therefore exhibit agency. 
Similarly, in our March meeting, many of the lessons we discussed involved challenges 
providing creative opportunities while preparing for grade-level performances. These 
discussions prompted me to suggest focusing on the Perform strand in our next meeting. 
We structured questions as needed throughout the course of the meetings to either elicit 
further narrative or clarify elements of a narrative. 
We often shared examples of student work and sample lesson plans at the 
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meetings and on a district-sponsored website. I recorded and transcribed each meeting 
within a week of the meeting. I then shared these transcriptions via email, so we could 
check them for accuracy. These transcriptions also often prompted conversation at 
subsequent meetings. We mutually decided on the length of each meeting and on how we 
would break down these meetings to include sharing stories, videos/photographs, and 
lesson plans. Initial meetings lasted an hour and a half, but as the year progressed and we 
became more familiar with the process, we shortened the meetings to an hour. 
Data Analysis 
While analyzing data, my colleagues and I implemented levels three and four of 
Riessman’s five levels of representation. These included transcribing the experience and 
analyzing the experience. Riessman (1993) suggested that, while transcribing, the 
researcher often eliminates inflections of the telling, and it is necessary to evaluate rough 
drafts before going to the next level of representation. While analyzing the experience, 
we went through all the transcriptions to make sense of all the data. We decided which 
stories we would include in the final text we presented to the reader. 
Transcribing the Experience 
I transcribed each observation and meeting in its entirety. When people tell stories 
they use elongated vowels, emphasis, pitch, repetition, and other audible devices to 
indicate what is important (Riessman, 1993, pp. 20). Riessman argued that forms of 
transcription that neglect these features may miss something that is important. For this 
reason, I tried to maintain as many utterances as much possible in the transcriptions 
including “um.” I also maintained parts of the dialect where teachers rapidly moved from 
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one subject to the next, often speaking in incomplete sentences. Because transcription is 
an interpretive process, I emailed all transcripts to Megan and Julie to ensure that I did 
not misinterpret my understanding of their reality. This allowed us to experience the 
interpretation of the transcription and allowed us to make changes if I had eliminated 
anything or mistakenly recreated any events. 
Analyzing the Experience 
Dissection is an essential part of scientific method, and it is tempting to 
disassemble transcriptions (Bateson, 1989, p. 10). Deconstructing stories into coded piles 
undermines the intent of the research by directing attention away from narrative thought 
(Gergen, 2003). Riessman (1993) stated that narrative inquiry examines not only the 
content of the story of an informant, but how the storyteller puts it together. Just as 
important as the content of the story is why the informant tells the story a certain way. 
After sending transcriptions out to Megan and Julie for verification, I went back through 
transcriptions and highlighted narrative portions of the transcript to analyze both the 
information in the narrative and how the teller organized the story. I then went back to 
my interviewed recordings and re-evaluated my own interpretations of these narrative 
experiences. I allowed myself to be open to new themes not related to the six key 
concepts and to interpret the new themes within the narration. Initially, I feared that 
deconstructing stories and looking for common themes would be detrimental. I eventually 
realized, however, that looking for common themes and grouping findings by key 
concepts while still maintaining the organization of the narrative helped me work with 
Megan and Julie to co-compose interim research texts. 
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Interim texts are open to allow the researcher and participants the opportunity to 
negotiate multiple meanings of stories, while still paying attention to temporality, 
sociality, and place (Clandinin, 2013). Downey and Clandinin (2010) referred to field 
texts as pieces of a shattered mirror. The researchers suggested that these shattered bits 
represent stories told by a person in particular times and places. The point of narrative 
inquiry is not to reassemble the bits, but to enter into these scattered bits of the 
participants’ lives, attending to the particulars of each “bit” in order to compose multiple 
retellings and be able to move forward to achieve narrative coherence. I made narrative 
coherence (and incoherence) in the lives of the participants visible through the process. In 
this study, the “bits” were stories we shared regarding lessons taught developing creative 
attributes in students. We examined each “bit” in multiple ways to develop our interim 
texts. These interim texts make sense of multiple field texts and engage in further 
retellings and re-livings of research relationships (Clandinin & Connelly, 2013). 
After exploring our “bits” in multiple ways, we produced three interim texts 
representing three different levels of inquiry. Dewey suggested that narrative inquiry is a 
continuous interaction of human thought (as cited in Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007). By 
producing these interim texts, I allowed myself to go back to attending the experience 
and allowed myself to present new realities. Clandinin and Connelly (2013) also 
suggested that teachers are often not comfortable sharing stories that conflict with the 
dominant stories of the school. We made efforts to ensure that stories were both 
transparent and reliable by mutually deciding on stories for interim and final texts.  
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Stories told through key concepts. To understand how we experienced 
developing creative attributes in students through Burnard’s (2012a) concept of 
creativity, we created an interim text organized by key concepts. Each of us examined our 
teaching practices and separated out each of the six concepts in Burnard’s theory (agency, 
collaboration, relevancy, risk-taking, flexible thinking, and technology). We retold the 
curriculum, including each of the 11 anchor standards, based on key concepts, as we 
relived our experiences within the concepts. This process allowed each of us to examine 
each concept in its entirety as it applied to the curriculum rather than breaking down the 
curriculum based on each individual standard. While we examined transcriptions, we 
kept entire sections of talk intact to preserve the initial understandings. Once we created 
the entire interim text through this cutting and pasting process, we reviewed the new text 
and attended to this experience again. We did this by constructing a new reality as we 
explored the concepts in their entirety throughout the curriculum. 
Stories told through each core art standard. Once we understood how the 
curriculum functioned through the lens of each individual concept, we retold stories 
through the standards themselves. We relived our experiences working through each 
standard and discussed how the concepts played out in each individual standard. This led 
to an understanding of which standards lent themselves to a broader implication of 
creativity involving many concepts, and which had a much narrower scope. 
Stories of the whole teacher. After we discussed the stories in the first two 
interim texts, it became clear which creative concepts each of us focused on throughout 
the course of the year. We often reflected on the value of developing creative attributes 
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and times when it might be necessary to veer away from these attributes to put on a 
successful performance. Reflecting on final data and reliving those experiences helped tie 
the study together as a whole. 
Research texts. While moving to the final research texts, we returned to the 
personal, practical, and social justifications of the study by focusing on how we 
developed creative attributes in our students. Because the final research texts only 
represent some field texts, we clarified the process by which Megan, Julie, and I 
represented stories. We conducted this process by sharing revisions of text through email. 
In doing so, the multiple layers of the stories became visible and readers will be able to 
compare their own experiences with ours. 
Conclusion 
I applied Riessman’s (1993) five levels of representation in narrative inquiry as 
my method of study. While creating our final text, my colleagues and I re-examined the 
three interim texts we had created and decided on narratives to present in the final text. I 
present the resulting story in the fourth chapter of this dissertation as a bus tour. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE BUS TOUR 
For most new teachers in this Southwest school district, one of the most 
memorable moments during new teacher induction week is the bus tour. The bus tour has 
become a tradition in the district. As the district has grown and added more schools, the 
bus tour often happens in waves to accommodate all the new teachers. New teacher 
induction typically happens in the beginning of July, as the district operates on a 
modified year-round schedule. Students report the third week of July with veteran 
teachers reporting the second week. New teachers report the first week for orientation.  
Temperatures in this Southwest town hover around 105 degrees Fahrenheit during 
the beginning of July, making walking into an air-conditioned tour bus a welcome event. 
Once the new teachers have boarded the bus, the superintendent of the district serves as 
the tour guide. The small town that houses the school district is full of history, often 
unknown to new hires that come from the much larger, neighboring city. The bus stops at 
various historical spots, including a small Catholic church, an old post office, and the 
stomping grounds of two sisters responsible for starting the first schoolhouse in the area. 
In addition to these historical stops, the bus also stops at each of the 21 schools in the 
district, and new hires learn the basic history of each school. New teachers come back to 
the district office with a little more understanding of the students they will teach and the 
town they come from. 
Megan, Julie, and I invite our readers to get on the bus with us as we tour our 
experiences developing creative attributes in students. Our bus tour, like our district tour, 
will have several stops to inform you about the findings from our study. I will be the tour 
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guide, explaining what you might see in a typical music classroom as teachers are 
implementing the Core Arts Standards. Our stops will include each of the six key 
concepts necessary in developing creative attributes in students. 
Because agency is present in almost all the lessons we taught this year, we will 
stop there first for an introduction to the core set of lessons presented in the study. 
Megan, Julie, and I discovered that flexible thinking is present whenever we implement 
agency or collaboration. For this reason, we will stop at collaboration next, followed by 
flexible thinking. Following our stop at flexible thinking, we will explore lessons that 
include relevancy. Because Burnard (2007) suggested that technology is a tool to provide 
relevancy in the classroom, we will stop there next, followed by risk-taking. We will 
conclude our tour back at the district office to summarize our findings. Looks like the bus 
has arrived. Time to get on board. 
Agency 
Well, it looks like everyone has a seat. As our driver is pulling out, I would like to 
give you a brief overview of what you will see at our agency stop. As we stop at the four 
artistic processes, we will show you how we gave students opportunities to make choices. 
Students made choices through composition, improvising, performing both for the class 
and the broader community, and responding to music and connecting music to other 
school subjects and their lives outside of school. On that note, it looks like we have 
arrived. Let’s head on over to the create strand first. 
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Create 
The first thing I would like to point out is how we engage students in agency 
through movement. As soon as we enter Julie’s classroom, you will notice her students 
are singing a song and improvising movement patterns. Julie models a pattern, telling the 
students to “clap four times,” but then quickly puts the responsibility back on the 
students. Julie selects various students to come up with their own movements and 
patterns. By using this activity as an anticipatory set throughout the year, Julie allows all 
students the opportunity to come up with their own rhythm pattern.  
I use a similar approach with the tune “If You’re Happy and You Know It.” Like 
Julie, I invite students to come up with movements. Sometimes I provide opportunities 
for students to lead the class in a movement, and sometimes students create their own 
movements and perform them simultaneously. By having them perform movements at the 
same time, students experience agency even if they are not comfortable being in front of 
the classroom.  
Julie and I also engage our students in agency through movement when learning 
about form. If we had been observing classes in December, you would have watched 
Julie allow her students to create body percussion to represent the form of “Trepak” from 
the Nutcracker. Similarly, I allowed my kindergarten and first-grade students 
opportunities to create movements to represent the form of the song “Frozen Heart” from 
the Disney movie, Frozen. Megan allowed her students the opportunity to create 
movements for the “Ugly Sweater Song” for their fourth-grade musical. Megan, can you 
share insight on this activity with our tourists? 
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Megan: It was real fun. I put the students on the risers and we talked about not 
using sign language (such as putting their hands out in front of them on the word 
“stop”), but to come up with moves to represent the more emotional parts of the 
song. We then looked at all the movements and selected the ones that made the 
most sense. We had a rule that no one could laugh unless the person who created 
the move laughed first, so we knew it was supposed to be funny. That made 
everyone feel safe. We had so much fun, just laughing because we were laughing 
with them, not at them, and we just had a really good time. There was one time 
we laughed so hard. All the kids got up on their toes and they were going, “boo, 
boo, boo, boo, boo (in a high-pitched tone).” And that came from a boy! It was 
real fun, and impromptu because they were making it up as they went along. They 
loved it. 
We also provide opportunities for our students to experience agency while 
singing. Let’s watch Julie introduce her “Lucy Locket” lesson where students decide 
what they will put in the pocket and which syllables to use in their answers. 
Julie: Ok class, we are going to learn a song about a girl named Lucy. Lucy 
doesn’t have anything in her pocket, but I want you to think about what you could 
put in there. When we say, “what did you put in the pocket,” you get to answer 
with whatever you want. You can use any combination of sol, mi, and la. You can 
use one, two, or all three of the syllables. It is okay to use the same one I used in 
the question, but some of you might be able to think outside the box and come up 
with your own answer. 
All three of us incorporate agency in composition lessons, both with lyrics and 
standard notation. Julie lets her students rewrite the words to a blues song they learned. I 
experiment with having students rewrite the words to “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” with 
a winter theme. Julie will talk more about her lesson when we get to our risk-taking stop, 
and I will discuss my Twinkle lesson when we arrive at flexible thinking. We also allow 
our students to experience agency while learning rhythm. Julie implements the use of 
iconic representations, such as fall rhythm patterns, (i.e., Pumpkin Patch = Ti Ti Ta), and 
color patterns (i.e., Green, green, purple = Ta Ta Ti Ti). Let’s watch Julie as she 
implements one of these activities in her class: 
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Julie: Ok class, we are going to be listening to some patterns using the words 
“bones and sneakers” and turning them into Ta and Ti Ti patterns. Are you ready? 
Class: Yeah! 
Julie: Ok, here is your first pattern: bones, bones, sneakers, bones. How would we 
say that in Tas and Ti Tis? 
Class: Ta, Ta, Ti Ti, Ta! 
Julie: That is correct! Now we are going to play that pattern with our rhythm 
sticks. One, two, ready, go! 
Class: (Plays the rhythm with rhythm sticks.) 
Julie: Great job! I like how everyone was using their rhythm sticks correctly. 
Now, how would I say sneakers, bones, sneakers, bones using Ta and Ti Tis? 
Class: Ti Ti, Ta, Ti Ti, Ta! 
Julie: Now with your rhythm sticks, one, two, ready, go! 
Class: (Plays the rhythm with rhythm sticks.) 
Julie: Now, I want you to think of your own pattern of bones and sneakers. Your 
pattern should have four words in it. It could be all bones, it could be all sneakers, 
or a mix of those words, as long as there are four. Everyone think of a pattern. 
(Julie pauses.) Put your hand on your head when you have your pattern, so I know 
you are ready. (Julie waits for all students to have their hands on their heads.) Ok, 
we are all going to say our patterns at the same time. Ready go. (Students all say 
their patterns.) Now, we are going to play our patterns on our rhythm sticks. One, 
two, ready, go. (Students play patterns.) Will you please turn to your shoulder 
partner and take turns demonstrating your patterns in words and with your rhythm 
sticks? (Class takes turns demonstrating patterns.) First graders, that was 
fabulous. Next week we are going to do the same activity, but we are going to 
make our patterns with colors, and we are going to write our rhythms down (see 
Appendix A for the lesson plan and examples of student work). 
You can see how Julie incorporates agency while teaching students rhythm. I 
allow my kindergarten students an opportunity to use maracas, rhythm sticks, and drums 
to create rhythms using iconic representations. In one activity, I give students a chart with 
16 boxes in which they choose which instrument to put in each box. Each box represents 
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a beat of music. Students work in pairs to create their pieces. Once the students create 
their pieces, I place them on a document camera, and the class performs each of the 
patterns (see Appendix B for the lesson plan and examples of student work). 
Julie and I also provide opportunities for our students to write eight-bar pentatonic 
songs. I allow my third graders to create eight-bar songs in 4/4 time to perform on their 
recorders using the notes G, A, and B. In addition, my students compose using 
GarageBand in various capacities. In each case, students are demonstrating agency in 
their compositions. 
Throughout the year, students demonstrate agency while playing instruments. 
Megan and Julie both teach their students about African drumming. Julie talks about 
conversation with drums, and after the students learn an eight-bar pattern as a group, they 
each perform eight beats of improvisation. Megan starts out having students mimic 
rhythms they hear on various recordings of African drums. Then, they sit in centers and 
come up with their own music. Megan also allows kindergarteners explore different 
percussive qualities of “found objects,” such as staplers, tape dispensers, and books. 
Students create their own rhythm patterns with their objects. Megan, can you share that 
activity with us? 
Megan: Well, we make sure to go over guidelines and rules, so the materials and 
students are safe. I give students a box of non-instruments like books, staplers, 
hole punches, pencils – just whatever I can find in the room, and they come up 
with how to play them and come up with their own rhythm pattern. The last time I 
did this activity, some of the kids were doing a rubber band on a book and they 
were popping it on the page so it would go ‘pop, pop.’ One little kid, by the time 
he was done, had a whole ball of tape in his hand because he kept going ‘reet, 
reet, reet’ with the tape and kept winding it into a ball. It was real funny. 
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Now you have examples of how we allow our students to have agency while 
working with standards in the create strand. You can see how engaged the students were 
as we watched Julie’s lessons and talked to Megan. Let’s walk over to the perform strand 
and see what we find there. 
Perform 
We find that implementing agency in the perform strand is trickier. As I discuss 
the lessons we taught throughout the year, you will notice that most of them involve 
preparing small performances within the classroom setting. Megan, Julie, and I agree that 
whether or not it is a conscious decision, we give students less freedom when they are 
preparing for a public performance. When getting ready for a grade-level performance, 
except for choreographing dance moves, we are more reluctant to give students 
ownership. 
That being said, my discussion on agency while working on grade-level 
performances will be brief. As you already saw, Megan allows her students to create 
movements to her “Ugly Sweater Song” for their performance. I also allow students to 
create movements to some performance songs. Several of my students together 
choreograph songs for the fourth-grade musical. For the fifth-grade performance, I 
instruct students to loosen up and move while they are singing “Can’t Stop the Feeling!”. 
Students create their own movements for the song, improvising as they go along. 
When you get a chance to see some of our students perform in small groups for 
the class, you will see that we were much more successful in allowing our students 
agency. I allow students to experience agency while creating music to accompany 
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individual planets from Gustav Holst’s piece The Planets. After listening to each planet 
and coming up with describing words, I place students in groups of four. I give each 
group a planet and various percussive instruments. They work together to create music 
that represents the composer’s expressive intent in the music and perform their 
representations for the class. 
Julie designs an activity in which second graders create a dynamic profile for the 
song “Johnny Caught a Flee.” She also teaches a lesson in which students change the 
ending of the poem “Dark, Dark, House.” Students play rhythm instruments to 
accompany their newly created poem and use dynamics to represent the changes they 
make. Julie will describe this activity in more detail at a later stop when we make it over 
to the respond strand. 
We all give our students agency when we ask them to evaluate their 
performances. Megan asks students to evaluate their band performance and set goals for 
themselves for future performances. Julie gives her fourth graders a recorder checklist to 
evaluate themselves and their peers in areas such as articulation, posture, rhythmic 
accuracy, and fingering. I give students a rubric to evaluate their winter “Twinkle” songs. 
Megan has a discussion with her students in which they go over the “good, the bad, and 
the ugly” of their performance. Julie has her students do a reflection on their own 
ensemble performance and has them use that reflection to set goals for themselves. Let’s 
watch her address her students: 
Julie: Ok class, we just performed an amazing band concert. I want you to think 
about how you did at the performance, not the class, but you as an individual. I 
want you to think about something you want to get better at, and something that 
you did well. When you have both of those things, I would like you to write them 
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down on the handout I gave you. (Julie pauses as students think and write.) Now, 
how do you think you need to adjust your practicing to meet these goals? Do you 
need to increase the number of minutes you practice each day? Do you need to 
increase the number of days you are practicing a week? Or do you think that you 
are on target to meet those goals by making no adjustments to your practicing? 
And no, Joey, you can’t just write that to get out of practicing. (The class laughs) 
Take a minute to write down your practice goal for this quarter. (Julie pauses.) Ok 
I can’t wait to read your reflections and see what you have decided! 
I hope that gives you all an idea of how we incorporated agency while 
implementing lessons using standards in the perform strand. As you can see, there is little 
conversation about our grade-level performances because we provided few opportunities 
for students to experience agency while preparing for these concerts. Let’s take a walk on 
over to the respond strand, where we found it much easier to incorporate agency into our 
lessons. 
Respond 
For those of you who are unfamiliar with the new Core Arts Standards, I will 
share with you how writers of the Core Arts Standards define the responding process. 
Writers suggested responding is understanding and evaluating how the arts convey 
meaning. Through this process, students perceive and analyze artistic work, interpret the 
composer’s intent and meaning, and apply criteria to evaluate artistic work (NCCAS, 
2014). 
As we continue with this tour, you will find that there are lessons that fit multiple 
standards. Julie’s “Dark, Dark, House” poem lesson is one of them. While I mentioned it 
in the create strand, it also fits into respond as well. Let’s see what Julie says about this 
lesson (for a detailed lesson plan, see Appendix C). 
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Julie: Well, we start the lesson talking about composers and how they have a 
toolbox of things such as dynamics, tempo, and rhythm to express their intent. At 
the end of the “Dark, Dark House” poem, there is a box and there is a ghost in the 
box. When I read the poem, I read it faster and faster getting to the end, and the 
students play their instruments louder and louder. Then, the students work in 
groups of four or five to create their own ending to the poem, and they use their 
own toolbox to create the necessary effect. The last time I did this lesson, some 
classes were more successful than others; some of them really owned the activity 
and others did not, but it always impresses me when they get it. 
Just like when students are evaluating their own performances, we provide many 
opportunities for students to have agency when evaluating the performances of others. As 
I already mentioned, Julie has students create rubrics to evaluate their peers and their 
skills on the recorder. She also has students listen to musical examples and categorize 
various things they hear. For example, if the students notice the song getting faster, they 
would categorize it as tempo. If they recognized a pattern in the music, they would 
categorize it as form. 
With this past year being an Olympic Games year, I created a lesson centering on 
the Olympics. I found examples of music that various athletes listen to when they are 
getting ready for their events. I then asked students to think of music they might listen to 
while getting ready for an Olympic event. Each student created music in GarageBand. 
They then shared their music with various members of the class. I will discuss this in a 
little more detail when we get to our relevancy stop. 
You will find throughout the tour that Megan spends a lot of time asking her 
students to think about what and who influences their musical preferences. In one activity 
discussing musical influences, students put people, such as family members, in an inner 
circle on the board. In an outside circle, they talk about things like TV and radio. 
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Similarly, Julie has students walk around the room and respond to questions about 
musical interest that are hanging on butcher paper. You will hear more about Julie’s 
project when we stop at collaboration, and Megan will explain her “circle” activity when 
we stop at relevancy. 
In one of my activities, students create a rubric to evaluate a performance by the 
Piano Guys. For this activity, students evaluate various YouTube videos. Most recently, 
this activity taught me that giving students too much agency can have a negative result. 
For the activity, students evaluate various YouTube videos. I initially set out to have the 
students create their own rubrics by which to evaluate the performance. This expectation 
confuses the students, leading to classroom management issues. As I continue to teach 
the lesson to other classes, I give up on allowing students to create the rubric and limit 
their agency to evaluating the performance. At one meeting when I was sharing this 
problem, Julie suggested having the students just select one aspect of the rubric to create. 
I took her advice and applied it to when my third graders evaluated their own 
compositions, and it was much more successful (see Appendix D for a complete lesson 
plan). 
Well, I hope you enjoyed this section of the tour; I think I covered the main 
lessons we taught using the respond standards. While I did not share all our lessons, I can 
tell you that all the lessons we taught allowed our students some amount of agency. I 
appreciate all of you being willing to walk to the different strands while discussing 
agency. There are only two standards within the connect strand, so that stop will be brief, 
and then we can get back into our air-conditioned bus. 
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Connect 
The writers of the standards suggested that the connecting process involves 
relating artistic ideas and work with personal meaning and external context. Students 
synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art, and relate ideas 
with societal, cultural, and historical context to deepen their understanding of the artistic 
process (NCCAS, 2014). 
If we had time to stay and watch more lessons, you would see that Julie, Megan, 
and I make connections between music and other subjects throughout our lessons. Both 
Julie and I teach lessons where students create rhythms to equal various math equations. 
In my third- and fourth-grade classes, students compare note values to fractions of a pizza 
and get to create and perform their own rhythm patterns on a recorder. Both Megan and I 
also connect music to visual art. In one of my lessons, I play a recording of Debussy’s La 
Mer and have students draw a picture of the sea while listening to the piece. Then, they 
draw connections between their own drawings and the drawing that inspired the piece. I 
will discuss this activity in more detail when we stop at Relevancy. In Megan’s classes, 
students create a piece of art while listening to Tchaikovsky’s Sleeping Beauty. 
I also allow my fourth- and fifth-grade students to participate in an extended 
project to show their own musical interests. They select musical artists of their choice, 
research them, and create a Google slide presentation. The students take two class periods 
to work with Chromebooks and research their musical artists. They work independently, 
which allows me to differentiate instruction. Although some students are only 
comfortable transferring facts from their research to the slides, some students import 
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pictures, videos, and transitions. Once the projects are complete, the students share their 
slides in groups of four. 
Well, that was a lot of lessons to talk about at this stage of the tour! Most of our 
lessons involved some agency, so this will probably be our longest stop. I am glad we 
chose this one early in the day, before it got too hot! I think our bus has just arrived. If 
anyone would like some water, there is a cooler in the front of the bus. Feel free to help 
yourself! Time to head to our next stop, collaboration. 
Collaboration 
As the bus travels to collaboration, I will tell you that all three of us make it a 
priority to focus on collaboration this year. Julie sets her classroom up into teams where 
each team member has a specific job to take care of throughout the class. Some students 
take attendance and share whether someone is absent or at the health aide, some put 
materials away, and some come up with a question to ask the class. Julie finds this works 
much better for older students than younger students. With younger students, she focuses 
more on paired collaboration, rather than larger teams. Younger students work better in 
partners because the order of “turns” is much easier to figure out. It is much easier for the 
younger students to take turns rather than negotiate a pattern with a larger number of 
students. 
Megan agrees with Julie that group work with younger students is more difficult 
and often leads to disagreements and tattling. You will notice when we get to our stop 
that I set up my chairs up in groups of four; students sit in assigned seats for an entire 
quarter. All three of us agree that working in groups is a lifelong skill. We discuss that 
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students will build social coping skills by working in groups. We all recognize that group 
work improves classroom management as well because it provides an opportunity for 
team building and a higher level of student engagement. Let’s see what we learned when 
allowing students to collaborate while implementing the Core Arts Standards. Why don’t 
we hop out of the bus here and head on into the building. We will explore the create 
strand first. 
Create 
Oh good, it looks like Megan is just about to start one of her lessons. I think this is 
the lesson where students create four-beat rhythm patterns. Yes, you can see the students 
are practicing rhythms in groups. If you can hear the conversation, you can see they are 
trying to decide which rhythm they will perform for the class. I’ve watched Megan teach 
this lesson before, and I know the students also decide who will be the “counter” and who 
will be the “conductor.” Megan provides several suggestions, such as all students saying 
“one, two, ready go,” or the group choosing one person to be the leader. We will not stay 
for the whole lesson, but I can share with you that the students collaborate to create, 
practice, and perform rhythm patterns. 
As I mentioned when we were at the agency stop, kindergarteners in Megan’s 
class also collaborate when using found objects to create rhythm patterns. Once the 
students create their patterns, multiple groups play their patterns at the same time. I 
implement a similar activity using various rhythm instruments. The second graders are in 
a group and take turns improvising on rhythm instruments. The third and fourth graders 
use the song “Clocks” by Coldplay. Two of the students in the group have a rhythmic 
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ostinato, one student has a harmonic pattern, and one is improvising. The students rotate 
seats so that the students with rhythm sticks play the ostinato, students with the 
glockenspiel play the harmonic pattern, and the students with the xylophone play the 
improvisation. All students are improvising at the same time, which helps remove the 
fear of having to improvise in front of the class. 
The second and first graders in my class also write four-beat rhythm patterns they 
share with a partner to check for accuracy. Similarly, Julie’s first and second graders 
create pumpkin songs using the pitches so and mi. They share their songs with partners 
when they finish them. It looks like Julie is free for a minute. Julie, can you share your 
pumpkin song activity? 
Julie: Sure! In the spirit of Halloween, we do a little mixer game called pumpkin, 
pumpkin, and we use pumpkins to write so-la-mi patterns on a three-line staff. I 
use this activity so that the students can demonstrate they recognize the difference 
between high and low. Students work in partners to create their patterns. 
Thanks Julie, we will let you get back to assisting your students. Students in 
Julie’s class also work with a partner when they create body percussion for the 
Nutcracker’s “Trepak.” Students collaborate in my classes as well when composing 
music by using standard notation and creating lyrics. 
One of my favorite lessons involves using GarageBand to create movie music. I 
choose three short movie clips and show them to the class without sound. I ask the 
students to imagine what music might accompany in the clip. Then, the students work in 
groups of four to create music using GarageBand loops to accompany one of the clips. 
Some students keep it simple, using only one or two loops, and some students get much 
more advanced, changing the music to represent different actions in the clip. We then 
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watch each clip while listening to each group’s musical creation. The students really 
enjoy the activity, and it checks off many of the key concepts we will discuss today, 
including agency, collaboration, relevancy, flexible thinking, and technology. 
My students also collaborate on some activities I mentioned in the Agency 
section. Third graders in my class collaborate when writing their winter songs to the tune 
of “Twinkle, Twinkle,” and second graders collaborate when creating Do-Re-Mi patterns 
to prescribed rhythms. Let’s head on over to the perform strand next. 
Perform 
As with agency, we find we provide different opportunities for students to 
collaborate in the perform strand based on who they are performing for. When looking at 
grade-level performances, most of the collaboration piece is whole group, where students 
work together to produce a final product. The collaboration piece looks very different 
when students are performing for the class. 
Megan and I both allow students to collaborate while performing for the class on 
boomwhackers. In both of our classes, students recognize how important their individual 
parts are in producing the final product. Similarly, Julie implements a lesson using 
melodic dictation in which students work as a class team to produce a final product. First, 
students sing the song “Apple Tree” in solfège. Then, Julie gives certain students cards 
with solfège syllables on them, and the class works together to put the syllables in order 
on the staff. Julie and I were talking about this lesson before our bus tour. She shared 
with me that, after she sings the pattern, students help each other find their place. She 
said it was a great way to develop teamwork. 
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Although students work together in these situations as a whole class, we also 
allow our students opportunities to work in small groups. Students in Megan’s class were 
collaborating when we watched them create and perform rhythm patterns. Students also 
collaborate while evaluating their own performances. First graders in Julie’s class write 
sentence fragments regarding what they liked best about their musical performance and 
share their sentences with partners. As mentioned previously, Julie’s students create a 
rubric to provide feedback to their peers regarding recorder skills. In this activity, Julie 
gives each student a rubric to rate their peers on note reading and rhythm. They also 
decide on a third category on which to rate their partner (see Appendix E for a lesson 
plan and examples of student work). 
Respond 
As we head on down the hall to the respond strand, you will see similar findings. 
Of the 15 lessons taught, 10 use collaboration. Nearly all of Julie and Megan’s lessons 
involve some collaboration, whereas only half of my lessons allow students to 
collaborate. Let’s see if any of our teachers are teaching lessons involving collaboration. 
Oh, I think Julie is getting ready to explain her “gallery project.” Let’s listen as 
she explains it to her students: 
Julie: Ok fifth graders. I have put some questions around the room on big post-it 
notes. I’ve organized you all into teams. All the questions are going to ask you to 
respond based on your musical interests. Some of the questions you will answer 
individually, and some you will answer as a team. Some examples of the 
questions are “what’s your favorite song?” “why do you like that song?” and 
things like that. Some of the questions might ask you to think about musical 
terminology, such as how tempo affects the way people feel about music. I want 
you to walk around the room and answer the questions, some by yourself and 
some as a team. Then, we will discuss it when we have all answered all the 
questions. 
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As I mentioned earlier on this tour, students in my class collaborate to create a 
rubric to evaluate a concert by the Piano Guys, and I learned that giving the students too 
much agency in creating the rubric led to confusion and classroom management 
problems. Students were successful using the tool to collaborate once I helped them 
generate the evaluation categories. This process of creating a rubric and the challenges I 
faced led to a group discussion among Julie, Megan, and me. We all agreed that our 
students in upper elementary are more self-conscious while “creating.” They are often 
reluctant to make suggestions because they are afraid their peers will judge them. This 
concept may have contributed to the management issues I faced when students were in 
groups trying to generate a rubric to use. 
Students in my class listen to various pieces of music and discuss in groups what 
musical characteristics each piece has. The class collaborates to create a list of elements 
that are necessary to qualify a piece as “music.” Then, I present various selections, and 
the students compare the pieces to the generated list. The first pieces I select are “typical” 
pieces, such as Wagner’s “Ride of the Valkyries.” I present pieces from different cultures 
as well as John Cage’s 4'33". For each piece, students discuss in their groups what 
elements they hear that qualify (or do not qualify) the piece as music. 
Megan implements a lesson where students create newspaper articles to evaluate a 
piece of music. She has very specific instructions as to what the newspaper article must 
include. The students collaborate on the revision process of the project. Once students 
create a rough draft, they share their papers with a peer who offers constructive criticism 
(see Appendix F for a lesson plan and examples of student work). 
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I think that covers most of the lessons we taught using standards in the respond 
strand. As we head over to the connect strand, I will remind you that there are only two 
standards in the connect strand, so our stop will be brief. We realized we did not provide 
as many opportunities for students to collaborate while connecting music to other aspects 
of their lives. Here we are. Let’s see what we find. 
Connect 
Even though we teach 13 lessons in the connect strand, only two of those lessons 
involve collaboration. I teach a lesson in which second-grade students create a Venn 
diagram to compare their musical interests with their peers (see Appendix H). My 
students also listen to a Chinese song, “Diou Shou Juan’er” and play a game while 
comparing the Chinese game to Duck, Duck, Goose. I will discuss other lessons in other 
key concepts as we continue our tour. Now let’s get back on the bus. 
Flexible Thinking 
As we are driving to our next stop, I think it is important to discuss some 
connections we found between the different creative attributes. We already discussed 
lessons we taught our students that allow them to experience agency. We found that, 
whenever a lesson involves agency, it also involves flexible thinking. When we give 
students an opportunity to make decisions, they negotiate several options. The same is 
true of the lessons we have discussed involving students in collaboration. When students 
are working together, they are open to suggestions from their peers and flexible with their 
thinking. For this reason, I will not go into as much detail with certain lessons where 
students engage in flexible thinking because we discussed them at previous stops. It 
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appears the bus has arrived. Let’s look at how students implement flexibility in the create 
strand first. 
Create 
As I mentioned when we were at the agency stop, both Julie and I implement 
lessons where we have our students take a familiar song and change something about it. 
Julie uses the song “Jump Joe” and has the students change the movements to the song, 
while I use “If You’re Happy and You Know It.” I talked about how Julie uses “Lucy 
Locket,” where students decide what they want to put in the pocket and the order they 
will sing the pitches in. In each of these situations, students have endless possibilities to 
choose from. They are also flexible to participate when a peer might suggest something 
that may not make sense to them. For example, Julie indicated that the last time she 
taught the “Lucy Locket” lesson someone wanted to put a car in his pocket. She reminds 
the students that anything is possible in their song. 
It goes without saying that any lesson involving improvising would also involve 
flexible thinking. If we take a minute to stop here, you will see Julie’s students in the 
process of improvising. While they are improvising an answer using a mi-re-do pattern, 
they negotiate all the combinations of the three pitches. They also demonstrate flexible 
thinking while working their improvisation into the harmonic and rhythmic ostinatos that 
the other students are playing. 
Flexible thinking is also evident when students compose music. I mentioned at 
our agency stop that Julie’s students rewrite words to a blues song. While doing so, there 
are many directions they can take their pieces, and they are flexible when deciding on a 
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theme. When my students create an eight-measure pentatonic song with a given note and 
rhythm bank, they also have multiple combinations to choose from. In addition, they 
negotiate with other members of their group to decide on the final product. The same is 
true when Julie’s students are creating their pumpkin songs, their color patterns, and their 
eight-bar compositions. 
My students engage in flexible thinking while writing their winter “Twinkle” 
songs. Initially, when I give my students the assignment to create their winter “Twinkle” 
songs, they must have a main idea and seven syllables in each line. After they complete 
these tasks, we create a rubric together to evaluate their songs. I provide the first two 
categories of the rubric. The first is the strength of the main idea. The second is the 
rhyming pattern, which now follows that of “Twinkle, Twinkle” (lines one and two 
rhyme, lines three and four rhyme). I give the class agency, and they decide together what 
they think the third category should be. 
The most recent time I taught this lesson, three out of the four classes chose the 
syllable count as the last category. The other class decided that, for their third category, 
the first two lines had to match the last two lines, like the original form of “Twinkle, 
Twinkle.” Not only were they flexible in creating the rubric, but they were also flexible 
in negotiating a “rating” for their composition as well as fixing the piece to get a higher 
rating. The students worked together to change lines of the song, keeping the meaning, 
and allowing for a successful rhyming pattern (see Appendix J for the lesson plan and 
examples of student work). The same is true of Julie’s recorder rubric. Students decide on 
which categories to rate their peers and what number to give them for each category. 
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Let’s head over to the Perform strand next. 
Perform 
By now I think I have made my point that, within the perform strand, we handle 
creative attributes differently depending on who the performance audience is. The same 
is true with flexible thinking. Since most of the small group class performances involve 
agency and collaboration, they also involve flexible thinking. However, when preparing 
for a grade-level musical performance, much of the teaching is simple rote singing of 
songs, not allowing students to engage in as much flexible thinking. 
Students are also flexible when they are evaluating their performances. Megan’s 
students are flexible when accepting ideas from their peers and when discussing the 
reasons she chose specific songs for their promotion performance. The same is true when 
her students discuss the “good, the bad, and the ugly” about their performance. Julie’s 
first graders show flexible thinking when they write sentence frames regarding their 
musical and share them with partners. Likewise, Julie’s fourth graders are flexible when 
they are evaluating their peers on their recorder skills. 
While performing on instruments, students show flexible thinking. When students 
play boomwhackers, they are flexible as they change parts and understand how each 
individual part fits into the whole. Julie’s fourth graders identify rhythm patterns they are 
struggling with on their recorders. Kindergarten and first-grade students are flexible 
while rotating around the room and playing different rhythm patterns. Let’s see how 
flexible thinking plays out in the Respond strand next. 
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Respond 
My students are flexible in negotiating combinations of apple loops when 
working with GarageBand throughout the respond strand. Because most of this work is 
collaborative, students are flexible to suggestions from their peers. Students in my class 
also are flexible when coming up with descriptive words for The Planets and deciding 
how to use instruments to represent the various movements. Similarly, when Julie’s class 
rewrites the end of the “Dark, Dark, House” poem, multiple people work together. 
Students have several choices for how to end the song. Not only are they selecting 
different words but also dynamics, tempos, and instruments. 
Students are also flexible when sharing personal interests and evaluating various 
performances based on these interests. When involved in their gallery project, Julie’s 
students are flexible to what peers are suggesting. In Molly’s circle project, students are 
flexible while peers share personal interests and influences. My students show flexibility 
when working in groups to evaluate performances because they are open to suggestions 
from their peers. Megan’s students also demonstrate flexible thinking while evaluating 
Baroque pieces, especially because many of them change their opinions once they learn 
more about the pieces. My students demonstrate flexibility when watching videos of 
well-known movie clips (such as “Kiss the Girl” from the Little Mermaid, and “Bare 
Necessities” from the Jungle Book) and determine whether the music fits the clip. 
Connect 
As we head over to the connect strand, you will notice that students are also 
flexible when connecting classroom music experiences with their lives outside of school. 
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When I task my students with selecting a musical artist to create a Google slide 
presentation, they first negotiate the many artists they can select from. Then, while 
researching their musical artist, students decide which facts they feel would be most 
interesting to their peers, and how to present this information. 
My kindergarten and first-grade students exhibit flexible thinking when they are 
learning how people in Japan, India, Mexico, and Germany celebrate Christmas. In 
December, students work in stations to learn how various cultures celebrate Christmas. 
Because couples in Japan celebrate Christmas Eve much like we celebrate Valentine’s 
Day in the United States, students color Valentine’s Day pictures at the Japan station. We 
discuss that, in India, people decorate banana trees instead of evergreen trees. The 
students always think this one is really funny. I give them pictures of a banana tree, and 
they decorate the tree with Christmas ornaments. We talk about how people in India 
might think our Christmas trees are funny looking, just like we think it is funny that they 
decorate banana trees. The students also travel to Germany and write letters to 
Christkindl, just as children in Germany might do. Finally, while in Mexico, we celebrate 
Las Posadas by making maracas out of paper plates and beans. I stay in this station and 
help the students staple their plates together once they finish decorating them. This 
activity is a good way to keep them active while they are listening to music from the 
various cultures and discussing similarities and differences. It is a lot of fun, and the class 
period goes by quickly. 
Well, that is our last stop to discuss flexible thinking and we are halfway done 
with our tour. I hope you are all doing okay with the heat. I know when I first moved 
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here, I got a lot of headaches this time of year because I was not drinking enough water, 
so make sure you stay hydrated! We all feel it is easy to engage students in flexible 
thinking across all four strands of the standards but agree we exhibited the least amount 
of flexibility while preparing for grade-level performances. Perfect timing – here comes 
the bus now. Our next stop will be relevancy. 
Relevancy 
We learned that relevancy means different things to different teachers. When I 
look for relevancy in my lessons, I look for how lessons relate to students’ lives outside 
of school. Relevancy also means connecting music lessons to lessons that are happening 
in other subjects in school such as math, visual arts, and language arts. While all three of 
us agree that these topics are important for relevancy, Julie suggests that relevancy can 
mean relating a lesson to a previous lesson taught in music class. These meanings surface 
as we discuss lessons throughout the course of the year. Just as we did with our other 
attributes, I will start our discussion with lessons taught using standards in the create 
strand. 
Create 
You will see that several lessons we teach using standards found in the create 
strand involve the use of relevancy. There are four basic categories of relevance that our 
lessons fall into. These include making the irrelevant relevant, using popular songs, 
movies, and devices, focusing on holidays, and connecting music lessons to other 
academic areas. 
As music teachers, Julie, Megan, and I discuss the need to expose our students to 
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cultures and genres they might not otherwise learn about. Since these areas are not 
necessarily something students can relate to, we had noticed in previous years that 
students quickly became disengaged in the lessons. To increase student engagement, we 
try to make the irrelevant, relevant. Julie wants her students to experience blues music 
and knows few of them likely listen to blues at home. While introducing a blues song, she 
tells the students they will rewrite the words to the song once they learn the melody. You 
can see how Julie takes a song that the students would not normally connect with and 
makes it more relatable. When my students rewrite the words to the song “Tideo,” they 
follow a similar process. I like the song “Tideo” as a teaching tool but know my students 
will not connect with the words to the song. By changing the words to something more 
relevant, the basic elements of the song are still in place, but the lesson is more engaging. 
As I mentioned earlier on our tour, Julie and Megan both introduce their students 
to African drumming. While the term “Call and Response” is not something elementary 
students can relate to, conversation is. By discussing the interaction between different 
drummers as “talking,” the students can easily connect to what is going on and 
successfully participate in the lesson. 
Another way we make our lessons relevant for our students is incorporating 
aspects of their everyday lives. While introducing new musical concepts, we often use 
songs, movies, and devices that the students are experiencing outside the music room. To 
introduce the concept of musical form to my first graders, I use a song from the movie 
Frozen. This song interests most of the students in the learning process because they want 
to understand more about a piece they like to listen to. When asking students to create 
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background music for movie clips, I intentionally choose movies that have been out in 
theaters within the last few years. By doing so, the students can emotionally connect to 
the characters and have a better understanding of the story line. They can then think more 
critically about their musical choices. 
In addition to providing relevant content, I try to use iPads as often as I can in my 
lessons. I am sure many of you have used iPads in your classrooms, but if you have not, I 
would highly recommend it. Seeing the iPad cart in my room immediately excites my 
students when they walk in the room, even before they know what they are using them 
for. Using media such as GarageBand puts students on a more level playing field. For 
example, students who have been playing piano for several years no longer have an 
advantage over those who have no formal instrumental training. Students naturally 
differentiate their own instruction, because all are capable of the basic skills to complete 
the assignment but are free to experiment with other elements to enhance their 
experience. If you all are anything like me, you are probably asking your own children 
for help with technology at home. My 12-year-old son is my number one go-to person to 
program something on the TV or fix something on my phone. Students like to experiment 
with technology, and they are good at it. We agree that the more we can connect those 
experiences with their musical content knowledge, the better experience they will have, 
and the better experience we will have as well. 
We find that the holidays are a great time to provide relevant lessons. I mean, 
what child is not thinking about trick-or-treating as soon as October hits? We capitalize 
on this energy in our lessons with the examples I have already discussed at some of our 
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previous stops. Since the holidays preoccupy most of their thinking anyway, why not 
channel that enthusiasm into music learning? I understand that situations may restrict 
some of you regarding what kinds of holiday activities you can do with your students. In 
our district, we have few students that cannot take part in holiday activities, and parents 
are usually understanding during those times of year. 
Like holidays, other world events often provide opportunities for teachers to 
engage students in relevant lessons. As you all know, this past year was an Olympic 
Games year. For most of our students, watching the Olympics was a family affair at 
home. If they were not watching the Olympics at home, they certainly heard about it from 
their friends at school. Most students could tell you the popular athletes, popular events, 
and where the Olympics were taking place. For this reason, I allowed my students to 
imagine themselves as Olympians. They thought about what kind of music they might 
listen to before heading out for a race. I found musical selections that popular athletes 
were listening to and shared them with the class. The students then created their own 
“pump me up” music in GarageBand and shared their creations with members of the 
class. Since many of my students are athletes, the activity connected to what they were 
watching and hearing at home, and what they were doing in their spare time. 
Connecting music lessons with other academic areas is another way to provide 
relevancy to a lesson. I would like to share a story with you. While working on this study, 
my daughter was a third grader at my school. She qualified for the gifted program, was in 
advanced math, and was participating in a Mandarin immersion program where her 
teacher delivered half her academic content in Chinese. We had many tears at home 
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because school was too easy for her. One day after school, she was doing her homework 
and burst into tears. “Mom, I don’t know how to find the main idea in this story,” she 
said. How could she not get the main idea? She is in the top reading group in her class. I 
realized that if she was struggling, most likely other students were struggling as well. 
I used the main idea experience to incorporate relevancy into their “Twinkle” 
project. I invited students to develop a main idea when they worked with partners to 
come up with a “Winter” version of “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.” When they came up 
to perform for the class, other students had to guess what the main idea was. By doing so, 
it not only helped the writers focus their compositions on one idea but helped focus the 
listeners as well. Some students used Rudolph, some did Santa. One group said the 
concept of the Elf on the Shelf annoyed them, so students in that group wrote a song 
about a “creepy” elf on the shelf. Not only did the activity connect with the time of the 
year, but what the students were doing in their language arts lessons as well (see 
Appendix G for the lesson plan and examples of student work). 
That is a little glimpse at how we provided relevant lessons for our students when 
we were working with standards in the create strand. Our next strand is the perform 
strand. Of all the creative attributes discussed so far, we are most successful addressing 
relevancy while working on our grade-level performances. I think Julie is waiting for us 
to get there before she starts her lesson. Let’s head over to the perform strand. 
Perform 
While working on our grade-level performances, we agree that most lessons 
taught are relevant simply because they apply to the performance itself. Often, we 
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provide background information on what we are singing. Let’s peek in on Julie’s lesson. 
She is working on the “Star-Spangled Banner” with some students. 
Julie: Ok class, last week we talked about the history of the American flag. Does 
anyone remember what a flag represents? 
Amy: I remember. A flag is a symbol for something. 
Julie: That’s right Amy; now, must a flag be for a country? 
Ben: When I was at the football game, there was a flag for the football team! 
Julie: Ok, well a football team isn’t a country! 
Michael: My neighborhood has a flag with a special symbol on it! 
Julie: Another example of a flag that isn’t for a country. 
Maria: The car store down the street has a flag with the name of the store on it. 
Julie: These are all wonderful examples of flags that we see every day. And they 
are all symbols for something. And sometimes those symbols have songs that 
represent them too. A football team often has a fight song. (Julie sings the fight 
song for the local college football team, and the kids join in. Then, she sings the 
car jingle for the company the student had mentioned, and the kids join in as 
well.) Now you see how we see all kinds of flags every day. Ok, let’s get to our 
rehearsal. 
All the students in the class have heard the “Star-Spangled Banner” because they 
play it on the morning announcements three times a week. However, otherwise they have 
no real connection to it. Even understanding the history is a stretch with second graders. 
By connecting the flag to other symbols and songs that the students could relate to, Julie 
makes the lesson more relevant. 
Megan introduces the concepts of “fast” and “slow” and “high” and “low” to her 
young students through familiar stories. To introduce the concepts of high and low, she 
uses the story Goldilocks and the Three Bears. She asks the students to think about what 
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kind of voice a dad bear would have. The students demonstrate that voice when saying 
“Someone’s been eating my porridge.” Most of the students choose a very low voice. She 
does the same for the baby bear. Most of the students choose a very high voice. For the 
mom, she asks the students what kind of a voice mom might have. Most of the students 
say, “A normal voice.” She then reads the story to the students and has them join her on 
the repetitive phrases that each character says with the appropriate voice. By connecting 
the sound of low, medium, and high with familiar characters, the students can relate to 
those concepts and transfer that knowledge to music. She follows a similar procedure 
when introducing “fast” and “slow” by using The Tortoise and the Hare and having the 
students move quickly or slowly to represent the characters. 
Megan had a unique experience with her fifth graders that shows how students 
may behave when they cannot relate to a lesson. The fifth graders were giving her a 
difficult time getting ready for their promotion performance because they did not approve 
of the songs she had chosen. She was ready to cancel the performance all together 
because of their attitudes. Instead, she tried to help the students understand why she chose 
the music she did and what the audience expectations might be. Megan, would you be 
willing to share with us your experience? 
Megan: Well, when I told the kids I was going to cancel the music portion of their 
promotion ceremony, all 150 of them showed up at my door and apologized. They 
shared that they really did want to do the performance and were ready to work 
hard. I told them I was going to hold them to that, and that I could take away the 
performance at any time. The first thing we did as a group was decide why I had 
chosen the songs that I had. We also talked about audience expectations and how 
the audience will expect much more from a fifth-grade performance than a 
kindergarten performance. The kids developed their own list of audience 
expectations. We talked about why it is nice to have music in the promotion 
ceremony to begin with. We also discussed how we were going to prepare for the 
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performance. We counted how many rehearsals we had left, and what was going 
to have to happen at each rehearsal to have a successful performance. The kids 
made a class schedule and decided a few students would take notes throughout the 
rehearsals to track progress. After each rehearsal, we discussed how we thought 
the rehearsal went, and what may have gotten in the way of us being successful. I 
think it made a big difference in the success of the overall performance. 
In a similar fashion, I had the fourth graders reflect on their performance 
when it was over. We called it sharing the “good, the bad, and the ugly.” We 
discussed not only how we felt the performance went, but how we could make 
next year’s performance even better. We talked about how each year the audience 
would expect a higher level of performance. Students also discussed how others’ 
behavior impacted their performances. It was very interesting. 
By helping the students understand the relevancy of the songs to the entire 
promotion ceremony, students were more willing to work hard to produce a polished 
performance. Now that you see how relevancy affected lessons in the perform strand, 
let’s head over to the respond strand. 
Respond 
All three of us provide relevant lessons for our students when the students are 
expressing their own musical interests and preferences with their classmates. In Megan’s 
class, students make a list of times and venues where they listen to music. I mentioned 
this briefly when we were discussing agency, but I would like to ask Megan to talk about 
it in a little more detail. Megan, can you go into a little more detail about that experience? 
Megan: I’d love to! This is a real neat project. It opens up discussion about not 
only music that is important to the students, but what is important to their 
families. We talk about how parents’ musical preferences influence children’s 
interests. I talk about how I am a barbershopper, and my family is very familiar 
with that style. We also talk about heritage and religious influences. We end up 
making two circles on the board. The inner circle represents family influences, 
and the students fill the outside circle with influences from the community and the 
culture. We talk about the radio industry and how they get to listen to free music, 
but it costs the radio money. I find they don’t realize that the advertisements pay 
for the free music they get to listen to. They think they are just nuisances. I also 
play a video from YouTube of a gentleman playing 20 different genres on the 
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drums. We talk about how simple, different rhythm patterns and pulses and 
emphasis can change the genre, and it is real cool. It is real fun. 
You can see how Megan uses this lesson to provide relevancy for all her students, 
including students whose music preferences may differ from those popular with the rest 
of the class. 
To provide relevancy for her second graders while they prepare for their grade-
level performance, Julie introduces folk music to her students. The larger city, which 
neighbors the small town the district is in, has a unique tradition. Each February, a rodeo 
comes to town. There is a huge parade, and all the school districts shut down for two days 
so that students can participate and attend the rodeo. It is a coveted break for families and 
teachers. The schools often have “Rodeo Spirit Days,” where the students wear rodeo 
style clothes to school. The cafeteria often serves cowboy-type food for school lunch. It is 
a highly anticipated time of the year, and a great way to build relevancy into a music 
lesson. Each year, Julie’s second graders perform a musical focusing on rodeo activities. 
Julie, why don’t you share your activity with us. 
Julie: Sure. Prior to our musical preparation, we do a unit on Peer Gynt. We do a 
lot of comparing and contrasting in this lesson. We talk about what a folk story is. 
This is a great transition to their rodeo performance because, in that performance, 
we do a lot of American folk music. It is important for the students to understand 
not only that sometimes in a folk song the words are different than words we are 
used to hearing but also why those words are different. We talk about how people 
pass down folk stories by telling them, which often means that people change 
things. This also happens with music and songs. We look at a lot of different 
versions of the songs we are singing and talk about why we choose to do the 
songs that we do. It is just kind of neat to think about. All the songs are 
“Westerny,” but a lot of times the students didn’t think certain parts made sense. I 
can then explain to them why they used certain words, etc. We connect it very 
strongly to what we learned in the Peer Gynt unit. 
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That gives you an idea of how we incorporate relevancy into our lessons while 
implementing standards within the respond strand. Because the respond standards center 
on personal preference, it is easy to incorporate relevancy into these lessons. The same is 
true with the connect strand. Let’s take a walk over and see what we find out. 
Connect 
We have already discussed all the lessons taught in the connect strand, but we can 
explore how the lessons represent relevancy. As I mentioned at an earlier stop, many of 
the standards within the strands are similar, and we can categorize several lessons in 
several areas. For example, my Olympic lesson can fall in the connect, respond, and 
create strands. The activity requires students to connect their music to global events, but 
they are also expressing musical preferences (found within the respond standards), as 
well as creating music (found in the create strand). Julie’s Veterans Day lesson, while 
directly relating to her performance, also connects music to history, and music to symbols 
the students see in their everyday lives. 
Relevancy is also appropriate when connecting music to other school subjects. 
Both Julie and I connect math and music in our lessons. When Julie discusses folk stories 
while learning about Peer Gynt, she is connecting music to history. One of my favorite 
lessons is the lesson I talked about earlier where students create a picture and a Haiku 
poem while listening to La Mer. I play La Mer for the students and tell them it is based 
on a painting of the sea. They create their own painting and a Haiku poem. It impresses 
the students to see how many students create a picture that is like the original painting. 
Third through fifth graders participate in the lesson. The fourth graders have seen the 
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original painting because it is coincidentally hanging in one of their teacher’s classrooms. 
As I mentioned earlier, students have written a Haiku poem earlier in the year in their 
library enrichment program, so not only does it connect to their language arts class but 
other experiences in the school as well (see Appendix I). And with that, it is time to get 
back on the bus. 
We have two more stops on our bus tour. Before the bus stops at technology, it is 
important to note that each teacher has vastly different access to technology in their 
classrooms. I ask you to keep that in mind as we explore how each teacher provides 
opportunities for students to engage with technology. 
Technology 
I think we are here. Let’s talk with our teachers and have them explain how their 
access to technology affects their abilities to implement it in the classroom. 
Julie: I have a document camera and a cart with a projector on it. I also have a 
Bluetooth speaker system that my principal bought for me when my other stereo 
died. We do have Chromebooks at our school, but the classroom teachers use 
them all the time, so it really isn’t worth it to try to get them. I barely use my 
projector because I’m afraid someone will trip over all the chords in the middle of 
the room. I have tons of Keynotes and PowerPoints that I never use anymore 
because it is such a hassle, and it frustrates me. I like using technology, but I’m 
not going to do it with that kind of difficulty because I’m also a huge proponent of 
manipulatives and hands-on activities, and I can do those same activities and 
lessons without it. So, mostly it’s frustrating. 
Megan: Well, the principal gives all our classroom teachers seven iPads, but she 
never gave me any. The closest thing I have to technology is a document camera. 
I also have an interactive program on my whiteboard that makes it a smartboard. 
They were supposed to get me a short board with a mount a couple of years ago 
but, because I didn’t want a pole hanging from my ceiling on a workable stage, I 
never got one. I can’t even get Chromebooks or iPads. They just gave all our old 
iPads to the first graders, so every first grader has an iPad, and I have nothing. 
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I feel very fortunate with the technology that is available to me. Custodians 
mounted my projector, and it is out of the way for easy use. We also have several iPad 
carts and Chromebooks available to sign out. The only time I cannot use the iPads is 
when the students are using them, which is about once a quarter. Otherwise, I have had 
no trouble checking them out. 
Naturally, as you would expect, there are limited lessons implementing 
technology in the classroom, at least for Julie and Megan. Regardless, we have a few 
examples to share. Both Julie and Megan use YouTube to introduce African drumming to 
their students. Julie shows her students videos on how Africans make djembes, and 
Megan’s students watch a video of a man demonstrating 20 different musical genres on 
the drums. As I mentioned at other stops, I allow my students several opportunities to use 
GarageBand to compose, both to accompany movie clips and represent Olympic music. I 
also use an app called Flashnote Derby when teaching students how to read standard 
notation. In Flashnote Derby students are racing on a horse and move faster depending on 
how many notes they get correct. They can set the number of notes on what the game will 
quiz them on, depending on their proficiency. My kindergarten, first, and second graders 
also used an app that is no longer available called Sketch-A-Song, where students get to 
make choices concerning instrument, pitch, and note duration to create a song. In all 
these situations, students are collaborating with each other while using technology. 
Within the perform strand, students have little access to technology, both for in-
class performances and grade-level performances. I create PowerPoints to accompany my 
grade-level performances, but students are not accessing technology. My third graders 
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create GarageBand accompaniments to their recorder songs for their performances but 
are not using the technology while they are performing. We rely on classroom 
instruments, band and orchestra instruments, and student voices for both in-class and 
grade-level performances. 
Within the respond strand, I teach a few lessons involving technology. My 
Olympic lesson, discussed at various other stops, is an example of students responding to 
music as they listen to music other athletes appreciate to develop their own. While 
discussing the composer’s intent with my students, I found several YouTube videos of 
famous movie scenes where someone had altered the tonality of the songs. The class 
discusses in small groups why the new tonality does not fit with the actions of the movie. 
I select several movies the students are familiar with and show them short clips. Someone 
has altered the music in the clips, in most cases from major to minor. Students discuss in 
groups of four whether they feel the new music best represents the composer’s intent 
based on what is going on in the movie. Although the students suggest they like the new 
music better (especially for the boys if it is a movie traditionally watched by girls), most 
often, they agree that the music does not reflect the actions of the movie. 
It is within the connect strand that students create their Google slides representing 
a musical artist. We already discussed the relevancy of this lesson. I think it is important 
to note that this lesson allows all students the opportunity to engage with technology at 
their own levels. Some students accomplish the bare minimum with their Google slide 
presentations, whereas other students go much more in depth. Students collaborate while 
sharing their presentations but not while creating them. 
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Well that was a brief stop, but as I mentioned, Julie and Megan were not able to 
provide opportunities for students to use technology the way they had hoped. Even 
though I provide opportunities for students to use technology, we agreed that it would 
have been beneficial if the students were collaborating with technology more often. Let’s 
get back on the bus that will take us to our final attribute, risk-taking. 
Risk-Taking 
As we discussed our lessons, we found that, with risk-taking, there was a vast 
difference based on how old the students were. We found that most younger students do 
not feel like they are taking a risk when asked to perform in front of the class. Older 
students are more apprehensive and feel it is riskier to expose themselves to their peers. 
For our purposes, risk-taking involves allowing students an opportunity to get over their 
fear of failure and occurs most often when students are presenting in front of the class. I 
would like to share some research I found regarding this topic. Two researchers, Bayles 
and Orland (1993), suggested that fear and uncertainty are necessary in the process of 
creating art. To quote them directly, “tolerance for uncertainty is the prerequisite to 
succeeding” (p. 21). At our risk-taking stop, we will explore opportunities our teachers 
provided students to build their tolerance for uncertainty. 
Within the create strand, we teach several lessons where students are 
apprehensive. When Julie’s fifth graders are rewriting words to a blues song, some are 
uncomfortable sharing their songs with the class because the words they choose are 
personal. She will talk with us about that in a bit. My fourth graders are very comfortable 
when they are improvising with others, but many are reluctant to come up and perform 
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individually for the class. Many of Megan’s students do not want to create movements 
for the “Ugly Sweater Song.” It embarrasses them to suggest movements for fear that 
their peers will not accept them. Once a few attention-grabbing students provide some 
ridiculous suggestions, and Megan discusses the rules of the activity, students are more 
inclined to take risks. 
When my students are performing their winter “Twinkle” song, I ask students to 
evaluate their peers based on the rubric the class creates. This creates a situation of risk 
for most students. Those who are performing are apprehensive of what their peers might 
think, and those evaluating are nervous to be critical of their peers. They are also taking a 
risk when they are evaluating their own compositions with the class-generated rubric. I 
found that the students must feel comfortable offering suggestions that may devalue their 
peer’s initial composition attempts. They must also be flexible scoring themselves as 
well. 
Megan asks her students to change the rhythm of one of their band songs and then 
perform it for the class. Students are somewhat reluctant, but they all complete the task. I 
feel that my students are insecure when asked to compose using standard notation. Under 
the Core Arts Standards, there are objectives requiring students to create music using 
standard notation but no actual objectives to teach standard notation. Even though I 
introduce standard notation several weeks before starting the composition lesson, my 
students still feel unprepared. 
What we learned throughout the create strand is that providing opportunities for 
students to take risks means we must take risks as well. Julie takes a risk by changing her 
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African drumming lesson. To allow more time for improvisation, she significantly 
reduces the time she spends teaching harmonies for an African song. Julie, would you 
share your experience with our tourists? 
Julie: Well, since I wanted to allow the kids extra time for improvising but also 
wanted to teach them an African folk song that I teach each year, I decided to try 
to teach all three parts of the harmony in one day. For some of them, it was very 
scary to maintain their own part in something while other people were singing 
something different. I didn’t scaffold it the way I normally do, so there was a lot 
of risk-taking for them to sing loudly and clearly and for me to trust them to get it 
together. I know Megan had a similar experience with her first graders. Megan 
also chose an instrumental accompaniment for a song that ended up being too 
challenging for the students, and she had to revise it shortly before the 
performance. 
Megan: Yes, I did. I also had the kids try two-part singing. I realized that I 
couldn’t conduct one part or the other because the part I wasn’t conducting would 
fall apart. I had to take a risk on my part and let them sing on their own, and it 
was very successful. 
As mentioned previously, Julie also has the students create blues songs, which 
connect to her African unit. Students perform their songs in front of the class, which 
involves some risk-taking on the part of the students. Julie, why don’t you share this story 
with our tourists: 
Julie: Well, after our African study, we did a whole unit on blues and jazz, so they 
learned what a blues-type poem was, that it was something that made you sad, and 
then they had to write their own to fit into a blues form song that we already 
learned. The melody was already there, and the structure was there, but they used 
their own words. There were maybe two or three kids that were afraid to share, 
but most everybody was super excited about it. They performed it for the whole 
class, with a little riff in between each person. They didn’t have an option to not 
perform, so for some students it was definitely a risk. 
It would make sense that the perform strand would involve a high level of risk-
taking, as students are often insecure performing in front of their peers. As I mentioned 
previously, Megan and Julie feel they limited rehearsal time for harmony parts to focus 
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on creativity this year, which makes students feel less prepared and more apprehensive 
when performing these harmony parts. While preparing students to perform on 
boomwhackers, Megan and I also realize that students became less confident on their 
entrances when they realized the importance of their part. 
Often, students take risks when they are discussing their musical performances. 
This is true when Megan’s class discusses the “good, the bad, and the ugly” of their 
performance. Any time students are offering their own opinion about something, they are 
opening themselves up to criticism from their peers. This is also true when Megan’s class 
thinks about why she chooses the songs she does for her fifth-grade promotion. The class 
has clearly demonstrated their distaste for the musical selections, as they are disrespectful 
while rehearsing the songs in class. To offer a suggestion that might validate these songs 
would contradict the popular opinion of the class, and again open students up to criticism. 
Megan told us that students often feel they are taking a risk when they are sharing 
musical preferences. Some students laugh when students are sitting in a circle and sharing 
music important to their families if the music is unfamiliar to them. Because students are 
afraid other students might laugh at them for the same reason, they are more reluctant to 
share. When students are listening to music and evaluating the music, they are also 
fearful of negative reactions from their peers if they express interest in a piece that other 
students do not like. Megan suggests the students must take a risk to be honest with their 
answers and not simply go with what everyone in the class feels. Megan came up with a 
way to remove some students’ apprehensiveness while evaluating music from the 
Baroque period. Megan, can you share that experience with us? 
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Megan: Well, initially, the students were engaging in risk-taking, as they were 
casting votes on whether they liked various pieces of music from the Baroque 
period. It was hard for them to be honest, for fear their peers would judge them. I 
had the students put their heads down while they were voting with thumbs up or 
thumbs down, so other students wouldn’t influence them. Then, I told them to 
keep their votes because it would be obvious to me if they changed it. And then 
everybody looked up and looked at everybody’s hands. I said, “don’t change 
something because you are going to see something really cool going on.” I made 
it safe for them, and then we listened to it again, and I didn’t have to have them 
bow their heads; they just did it. 
So, they weren’t afraid anymore? 
Megan: They weren’t afraid. Because they knew it was going to be ok, and there 
wasn’t going to be a negative reaction to their votes regardless, so they didn’t 
care. And it has carried over because, to this day, they are able to be honest with 
their votes without worrying about what their peers think. I also found that once 
they understood the music better, they make more intelligent decisions. After I 
explained things such as the basso continuo, the different melodies, and 
counterpoint, about 70% of them changed their opinions to more favorable 
ratings. Once they were more knowledgeable of instrumental compositions and 
they were challenging themselves to listen to the elements more thoroughly and 
point out differences, they were appreciating the music more. 
My students are uncomfortable creating music with percussion instruments to 
represent The Planets by Holst. I ask the students why they are so uncomfortable to 
perform when they had been so excited to share their creations in GarageBand in a 
previous assignment. Several students suggest that because they improvise the percussion 
piece, it is not a polished performance. They feel less in control of the music than they 
did when they were combining GarageBand loops. 
We also had to take risks while teaching standards in the respond strand. In one of 
my lessons, students bounce tennis balls to different beats in music to represent duple and 
triple meter. This poses a challenge for classroom management as many of the students 
cannot control their tennis balls. Several make poor choices by letting their balls bounce 
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to high or too fast. I also feel I am taking a risk by allowing students to create music in 
GarageBand when I am not entirely familiar with the app myself. Even though I have 
used GarageBand extensively on my computer, the iPad app looks different, and often I 
cannot answer student questions. The benefit to this problem is that the students rely on 
each other to figure out problems as they presented themselves. 
The connect strand does not present as many opportunities for students to take 
risks. Students feel comfortable connecting music to other areas of their lives. I note that 
I took a risk allowing students to choose an artist for their Google slide presentation. The 
project was risky for me because my limited knowledge of Google slides opened me up 
to criticism from my students. Megan comments that some students are uncomfortable 
when sharing pictures that they created while listening to Sleeping Beauty. They are not 
confident in their artistic abilities, and criticism from their peers concerns them. Of the 
ten lessons taught in the connecting strand, only two of them involve risk-taking. One of 
these, our musical artist lesson, is more of a risk for me than for the students. 
The Final Stop 
This concludes the bus tour. Once we get back to the main office we will head 
into the conference room where it is nice and cool. I think our assistant superintendent 
has set up some snacks for all of us. While we enjoy some refreshments and a break from 
the heat we can provide closure on all the lessons we observed and talked about on our 
tour.  
The original purpose of this study was to explore how teachers provide 
opportunities to develop creative attributes in students while implementing the Core Arts 
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Standards. In addition, we were curious about how music teachers would allow the 
members of the classroom (themselves and their students) to engage in technology and 
collaboration while developing these attributes. Through the course of the study, we 
addressed all the creative attributes in each of the 11 anchor standards, while we 
discussed some to greater degrees than others. We found it easy to incorporate agency 
and flexible thinking in nearly all our lessons. Although it meant different things to 
different teachers, we were all satisfied with the amount of relevancy we provided our 
students. Students had many opportunities to collaborate with each other, and teachers 
collaborated with each other as well. Julie and Megan shared their frustration with their 
lack of access to technology, and we all wished we had used technology as more of a 
collaboration tool than we had. Julie and Megan, do you have any concluding thoughts 
for our tourists regarding your decision to focus on creativity this year? 
Megan: Well, I think you can take it to one extreme or the other. I do think that, 
after going through this year, we learned we can incorporate creative attributes 
successfully in our classroom. I do feel that, through the process, we lost much of 
the actual teaching of music theory. I am afraid that, by following the new 
standards as presented, music theory might be left out. 
Julie: And I think that it is easy to forget that, to use the creative process, you 
need the knowledge base first. 
Megan: Exactly. 
Julie: And while to some degree creativity is very important, you need a baseline. 
Christie: I think that is especially true for students that will eventually be moving 
forward into a performing ensemble. Often, teachers feel pressured by teachers at 
higher grade levels to produce students that are very strong in note and rhythm 
reading. These skills are not as explicit in the new standards. I know I ran into a 
problem trying to get my third graders to compose using standard notation, when 
there isn’t a specific standard to teach them standard notation. 
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Julie: In some ways, it would be ideal to have a baseline of skills at the beginning 
of every year, and then have the Core Arts Standards be the guiding principles of 
how you are teaching. 
Christie: It is tricky, and I don’t know how I would handle the creative aspect if I 
were teaching in a performance setting. How do you do that with your band and 
orchestra classes, Julie? 
Julie: Well we do little bits of it. We talk about warm ups and by the time we are 
in the third quarter, I will have the kids write their own warm ups using new notes 
they are learning. But it is a very small part of what we are doing in the class. 
Christie: Well, in my new setting, I see the kids after school for band, and it is a 
graded class. I don’t focus very much on the creative attributes because I know 
we are working on them in general music, but if I am doing standards-based 
grading, then I need to be grading them on those standards. 
Julie: Not only that, but it is different when you are trying to give kids the skills of 
being in an ensemble and become functional on an instrument. I feel like, if you 
were teaching someone how to drive, you wouldn’t put them on a race course to 
start. It feels like, in beginning ensemble classes, our job is to give them the skills 
to perform on their instrument. Think of how solid these kids would be if we 
spent their early years focusing on ear training and having an internal sense of 
pitch. If they had the ability to audiate what they see on the page, and what it is 
going to sound like before they ever touch their instrument. 
Megan: So, I think the bottom line is there needs to be a balance. Yes, creativity is 
important, but kids still need to learn how to read notation and rhythms and get 
the basic technical skills to sing and perform on instruments. 
There you have it, folks. I hope that you can take some valuable information away 
from your experience on our tour today. Hopefully, by sharing our experiences, we have 
given you some insight on how you may help your students develop creative attributes in 
your students. Thank you for your time and attention today. Please reach out to me if you 
have questions, and I hope you have a wonderful rest of your day.   
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this dissertation was to explore how teachers provided 
opportunities to develop creative attributes in students while implementing the National 
Core Arts Standards in their classrooms. When educational institutions place an emphasis 
on education standards, student assessments, and teacher accountability, some teachers 
only teach what will be on the test. By teaching to the test, teachers may limit 
opportunities they allow for students to be creative (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2010; Burnard 
& White, 2013). Through this study, I sought to determine how music teachers provide 
creative opportunities for students; how teachers encourage students to engage in risk-
taking, flexible thinking, and agency while providing relevant lessons; and how teachers 
allow students to collaborate both with each other and with technology while 
implementing the Core Arts Standards. 
Pamela Burnard’s expansion of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s systems model of 
creativity served as the theoretical framework for exploring creativity while 
implementing the Core Arts Standards in this study. The model comprises a circular and 
interdependent relationship with a domain, field, and person. Burnard (2012a) suggested 
that collaboration in a diverse field is necessary to the development of creative attributes 
in students. However, when teachers adhere to standards and assessment expectations 
presented in the domain, they often limit collaboration for their students. Although 
writers of recent educational reform have suggested the need for students to develop 
creative attributes, in practice, teachers rarely allow students to develop these skills 
(Burnard, 2007; Burnard & White, 2013; Hartley, 2006; Shaheen, 2010). I was curious 
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how teachers would develop creative attributes in students while implementing the Core 
Arts Standards for the first time in their classrooms. 
To put myself alongside the other participants, I used narrative inquiry as my 
approach to the study. My colleagues and I worked together to identify how we would 
engage students in relevant lessons that allowed students to engage in flexible thinking, 
risk-taking, and agency. We also explored how we would allow for the use of 
collaboration and technology within the field, both within the music classroom and 
within the broader community. We met for monthly meetings to discuss the lessons we 
had taught, then transcribed all meetings, and worked together to create interim texts. I 
then collected our stories into a final narrative presented as a bus tour where we explored 
each of the key concepts. In doing so, we hoped that readers could compare their own 
experiences to those that we presented. 
Discussion of Findings 
My desire to provide my students creative opportunities (while still meeting the 
expectations of parents, administration, and community members) drove this study. 
Teachers taking part in the study agreed that our assessments were our grade-level 
performances. Often parents and administrators based the success of our music programs 
on the entertainment seen on stage once a year. The contradiction between outside 
expectations and my own ideas of a successful program fueled my research and led to the 
development of my research questions. Most research pertaining to the effect of 
standards-based education on the ability to teach creatively applies to core, tested 
subjects. In core subjects, administrators hold teachers accountable for students’ results 
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on standardized tests at the end of the school year. The expectation in our district is to 
have standards, objectives, and essential questions posted and presented to students. 
However, teachers do not use a standardized test to demonstrate knowledge of musical 
skills. Aside from showing student understanding in the one formal observation that we 
take part in each year, our principals allow us to interpret the standards freely. As Megan, 
Julie, and I met throughout the year, we discussed our successes and challenges while 
developing creative attributes in students and implementing collaboration and technology 
in our classrooms. 
Successes 
When reflecting on our year of focusing on creativity, my colleagues and I found 
we were mostly consistent with each other in how we developed creative attributes. We 
also provided similar experiences for our students to collaborate with each other in the 
classroom. However, because our accessibility to technology was different at each of our 
sites, the experiences we provided for our students to engage with technology differed. 
Developing creative attributes. For people to develop creative products, they 
need to engage in relevant lessons allowing them opportunities to experience flexible 
thinking, risk-taking, and agency (Burnard, 2012a). When discussing how we allowed 
students to develop these attributes, we found we were consistent in opportunities we 
provided in the create, respond, and connect strands. We also allowed students to develop 
creative attributes while performing with partners and in small groups for the class. 
Collaboration. Burnard (2012a) suggested that creative people should collaborate 
with members of the field and with each other to create a novel product. Specifically, 
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partnerships between artists and teachers broaden the field of education to engage 
students in more opportunities for creativity, make education relevant to students, and 
give faith to their own means of expression (Burnard, 2012a). Blair (2006) suggested that 
when teachers center the classroom around the students, students may contribute to their 
own learning as well as students they interact with. Megan, Julie, and I found this claim 
to be true while students in our classrooms were collaborating with each other to 
represent musical form with movement and instruments, while evaluating creative 
products, while performing in small groups in front of the class, and while responding to 
music. In each situation, students were learning from each other, leading to deeper 
learning as students explained, elaborated, and defended their positions to their peers. 
Technology. A key component to fostering collaboration with a broader field is 
technology. Using technology in the music classroom can connect students to each other 
and globally to a broader field (Kim, 2013). My students collaborated with technology as 
they created GarageBand accompaniments for their recorder songs to accompany popular 
movie clips and while responding to Holst’s The Planets. Both Julie and Megan’s 
students used YouTube videos to collaborate while learning about African drumming. 
Challenges 
Although my colleagues and I agreed that we provided many opportunities for our 
students to develop creative attributes and collaborate, we also faced challenges. Scheib 
(2003) suggested that six role stressors affect teachers’ ability to be effective. These 
include role conflict, role ambiguity, role overload, underutilization of skills, resource 
inadequacy, and nonparticipation. My colleagues and I agreed that four stressors affected 
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the time we had to be reflective on our pedagogic practices to develop creative attributes 
in students and to allow students to collaborate. These stressors include role conflict, role 
overload, underutilization of skills, and resource inadequacy. 
Role conflict. Teachers may experience role conflict stress when members of the 
school community see them as the director of performing ensembles and expect them to 
support academics in the classroom (Scheib, 2003). Much like teachers in classes with 
standardized assessments, teachers of performance-based classes rarely provide creative 
opportunities for students while preparing for performances (V. Ward, 2004). We agreed 
that, while focusing on creativity this year, performance expectations of parents and 
administrators conflicted with our ability to develop creative attributes when we were 
preparing our musicals. 
Burnard and White (2013) suggested that educational benchmarks rarely reflect 
the values of the classroom teachers or members of the community. As discussed earlier 
in this paper, we likened our grade-level performances to our benchmarks and often how 
parents and community members assessed the success of our programs. I suggested at the 
beginning of this paper that the demeaning letter I received from “Grandma A” had 
stifled the creative opportunities I provided for students while preparing for a 
performance. Since I had established a benchmark based on my previous performances of 
what parents could expect to see on stage, parents had a difficult time accepting a 
performance of a different caliber. Based on this experience, I concluded that once 
teachers have developed performance expectations that have proven successful, it may be 
difficult to provide something that does not have the audience appeal that parents and 
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community members appreciate. 
There could be conflict not only between teacher and audience expectations but 
also between teachers’ expectations. Within the field of education, there are many 
conflicting ideas of what music instruction should look like. There is evidence in the 
literature that suggests that teachers’ values affect their teaching practice, which then 
shapes students’ experience of music learning (Dwyer, 2015). Music teachers engage in 
formal music training for many years before entering the field of music education. That 
training embeds in them strong beliefs about what their students should know and be able 
to do (Richardson, 1996). 
My colleagues and I found it challenging to balance time spent teaching vocal and 
instrumental skill and music theory while also spending time developing creative 
attributes. When working on such musical elements as pitch and rhythmic accuracy, 
dynamics, and expression, we provided fewer opportunities for students to develop 
creative attributes. We found the reverse to be true when we focused on developing 
creative attributes. While working to develop creative attributes in students, we found 
that we reduced the time spent on music theory and vocal and instrumental skill 
development. Writers of the Core Arts Standards suggested that “No longer will we talk 
about standards as lists of what students should know and be able to do. Rather, we will 
talk about standards as measurable and attainable learning events based on artistic goals” 
(NCCAS, Conceptual Framework, p. 7). Teachers that value musical skill development 
over creativity may find it challenging to accommodate both while implementing the 
Core Arts Standards. 
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To move students toward being artistically literate, educators could focus on the 
creative process, which does not require an advanced understanding of music theory or 
instrumental or vocal skill. Writers of the Core Arts Standards defined artistic literacy as 
having the knowledge and understanding required to take part authentically in the arts. To 
achieve this goal, music teachers may focus on creative practices, rather than fine-tuned 
creative products. 
Authors of the Core Arts Standards define artistic literacy through a set of 
philosophical foundations and lifelong goals including preparing students for college and 
careers and encouraging students to be involved in the arts beyond the high school level 
(NCCAS, 2014). This definition of artistic literacy includes using a variety of artistic 
media and symbols to both create and perform work that communicates their own ideas 
(NCCAS, 2014). Throughout this study, my colleagues and I used several forms of media 
for students to create and perform their works. These forms included GarageBand, 
classroom instruments, movement, body percussion, and, in Megan’s class, even “found 
objects.” In none of these situations did students need a vast knowledge of music theory 
to create and perform their works. Had we focused on developing theory knowledge and 
vocal/instrumental skills, we would have limited the variety of media to which we 
exposed our students. As music educators are negotiating the new standards, they may 
choose whether to focus more of their time on skill development or more on creative 
processes. 
Besides using a variety of media, artistic literacy requires that students engage in 
the artistic creation process directly to create something new (NCCAS, 2014). In 
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addition, within the standards, writers discussed that innovation and invention are also 
necessary for artistic literacy. In the current study, students improvised, rewrote the 
words to familiar songs, and created new rhythms and solfège patterns. To allow time for 
creative practices to happen, students improvised using limited instrument choices, 
learned minimal note values, and basic solfège (do, mi, so, la). Students can successfully 
be innovative and creative with a basic knowledge of music theory. Lucy Green (2007) 
argued that popular musicians that are producing the vast amount of music the global 
population listens to, dances to, identifies with, and enjoys may not necessarily credit 
their formal music education with their success. Instead, young musicians often rely on 
informal learning practices such as teaching themselves by watching and imitating 
musicians around them and musicians they hear on recordings and see in performances. 
Because of this phenomenon, teachers may choose to spend less time using formal, 
teacher-centered techniques to provide more time for students to engage in informal 
learning practices while creating novel products. 
Role overload. Role overload happens when the quantity and variety of different 
roles of the music teacher so overwhelm teachers that they cannot perform any one role 
well (Scheib, 2003). Besides the nine musical performances my colleagues and I were 
responsible for each year, I was also responsible for organizing the school talent show, 
building a haunted house in the music room for our fall festival, and assisting in the 
library with an enrichment project. My colleagues and I all teach math for 30 minutes a 
day because student math scores are part of our teacher evaluation. In my situation, this 
involved working with a different group of fourth graders each day, focusing on the math 
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standard they had learned in their general classroom the week prior. These extra activities 
cause us to lose time while planning and teaching the math lesson. Often special projects 
also came up, such as creating a parody about standardized tests for the staff to sing for 
the student body. These different roles took away from planning time for music 
instruction, including time to develop collaborative lessons and lessons implementing 
technology. 
Underutilization of skills. Scheib (2003) discussed underutilization of skills as 
requiring teachers to engage in tedious responsibilities. Besides the responsibilities 
already mentioned, principals often give specialist teachers in my district many more 
menial tasks than classroom teachers. While the average classroom teacher has two to 
three duties during the week, specialist teachers have at least five. While administrators 
confine classroom teachers’ duties to the hours before and after school, specialist teachers 
also have lunch duty during the day. Often these activities are duties outside what the 
regular classroom teacher is responsible for, and do not involve direct supervision of 
students, such as cleaning lunch tables. My principal cancelled music classes at my site 
during state testing weeks, so that students had the full day to complete the exam, and so 
that I could provide bathroom breaks for classroom teachers while they were 
administering the test. These extra duties limited our time to reflect on our practice and to 
plan to provide opportunities to develop creative attributes, collaborate within a broader 
field, and use technology. 
Resource inadequacy. Resource inadequacy happens when situations cause a 
music teacher to “make it work” without the necessary resources (Scheib, 2003). 
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Throughout the course of the study, the biggest resource that affected our ability to 
develop creative attributes and allow for collaboration was time. I also felt I often lacked 
confidence while introducing new technology to my students. In addition, a lack of 
funding provided a barrier to collaboration within a broader field and implementation of 
technology. I discuss these resources in the paragraphs below. 
Time. Policy writers have discussed the need for high expectations for all students 
(Burnard & White, 2013). Despite this claim, pedagogical practices that allow teachers to 
develop creativity in students while still adhering to standards of measured achievement 
remain conflicting issues (Burnard & White, 2013, p. 671). My colleagues and I found 
that both role overload and underutilization of skills limited the time we had to develop 
creative attributes in students while preparing for grade-level performances. For example, 
to prepare a 30-minute musical, we felt we needed to focus on getting students to 
memorize the lyrics to songs and their individual speaking parts. Most times, this 
included coordinating hundreds of students in multiple classes. Inevitably, a teacher saw 
one class more frequently than others due to school holidays, assemblies, testing, and 
other disruptions to the school schedule. When preparing the same performance across 
multiple classes, we found we needed to prepare for a minimal amount of rehearsal time 
and expand from there. Megan shared that she did not have the time to develop a 
percussion accompaniment for her fifth graders and still put on a successful performance. 
Besides time to develop creative attributes, teachers need time to allow students 
opportunities to collaborate within a broader field. They need time to reflect on 
pedagogic practices, time for students to communicate, and extended planning time for 
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partnerships to be effective (Burnard, 2012b). Due to the many roles expected of my 
colleagues and me, we had limited time to reflect on our pedagogic practices and plan for 
collaborative opportunities within a broader field. 
Technologies can be protean, meaning that students can use them in many ways, 
unstable, meaning that they change quickly, and opaque, meaning that teachers cannot 
easily determine how they work (Koehler & Mishra, 2008). Often the practicality of 
teaching affects how teachers use their technological pedagogical and content knowledge 
in educational practice (Koehler and Mishra, 2008). When teachers feel they do not have 
adequate planning time to accomplish their goals, they lack confidence in their abilities to 
implement them (Hicks, 2011). In the current study, Megan and Julie were both 
interested in using technology in their classrooms. However, because priority for using 
devices went to classroom teachers, they felt it was not worth the time and effort to gain 
access to technology. 
Confidence. At present, the learning curve for new users of technology doubles 
every 18 months (Hicks, 2011). As a result, teachers may lack confidence in their ability 
to use technology in their classes. They often need help to accomplish even menial tasks, 
and they may fear they will lose the respect of those students that are more tech-savvy 
than they are (Hicks, 2011). I had to overcome this fear while introducing GarageBand to 
my students. Although I was familiar with the computer version of GarageBand, I was 
much less familiar with the iPad version. I often could not answer questions my students 
asked, and found the students going to their peers in the class for help, rather than me. 
Similarly, when my students were creating Google slide presentations, I found they knew 
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more about aesthetic features than I did. Woodrow (1992) suggested that positive teacher 
attitudes toward implementing technology are necessary for its effective use in the 
classroom. Although my lack of proficiency in technology initially frustrated me, I 
realized that my students were collaborating by relying on each other. 
Funding. Allowing students opportunities to collaborate with community 
members in education requires funding. Purnell (2008) suggested that both social and 
political forces have marginalized arts education when compared to other curricular 
subjects, which often leads to budgetary constraints. When schools emphasize the 
importance of test scores, they may be less likely to commit financial resources to 
activities that foster collaboration with community members. When school administrators 
are determining how to spend resources, they may spend money on activities that will 
benefit classroom curriculum, ultimately raising test scores for their schools. 
With an increased focus on school accountability, artists in residence programs 
often need to justify their use of instructional time and resources (Purnell, 2008). Several 
years ago, I took part in a Music in the Schools Program offered by the local symphony 
to allow my students to engage with community musicians. Through this program, 
symphony musicians came to the school and provided chamber music concerts and 
education on various elements of music. The school partially funded the program, and I 
received a grant from our parent organization to fund the rest. Although parents and 
administrators valued this program, they cut funding to provide money for activities that 
would ultimately improve test scores and show student growth among our lowest 
achieving students. Thus, my colleagues and I found our limited funding impacted our 
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abilities to allow music students to collaborate within a broader field because of the 
emphasis on test scores in our district. 
Implications for Practice 
Through the course of this study, my colleagues and I found that, while preparing 
for performances, we provided less opportunities for students to develop creative 
attributes than other times during the year. Similarly, we reduced the time for developing 
an understanding of music theory and instrumental and vocal skills while focusing on 
developing creative attributes. Based on these findings, music educators might find it 
helpful to balance developing creative attributes in students with teaching musical skills 
in a way that their evaluators, parents, and community members find acceptable. This 
may mean educating members of the field on the importance of creative process, focusing 
on creativity when not preparing a performance, or developing creative attributes within 
an accepted performance format. Because parents, administrators and fellow teachers 
evaluate the quality of both the music teacher and the program, it is important for music 
teachers to teach in a way that emphasizes their values, while considering the values of 
others. As a result, students may develop the creative attributes researchers have deemed 
necessary in a creative economy, and the community may value the music education 
students receive. 
When reflecting on the study at the end of the year, my colleagues and I found 
that we had not provided opportunities for students to collaborate with other students, 
professional musicians, or other members of the music industry outside of the classroom. 
Burnard (2012a) suggested that, within the field of music, there are key relationships 
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between audiences, dancers, artists, technology, and industry. Having a diverse set of 
actors opens up creative opportunities. Planning to allow music students to collaborate 
with multiple members in the field of music involves an awareness of the potential to 
collaborate. It requires time for teachers to reach out to community members and develop 
lessons. Teachers could benefit from educating themselves regarding the resources they 
have available to allow themselves and members of the field to collaborate. It would be 
beneficial to set aside planning time for music teachers to collaborate with each other and 
with other members of the music community. By doing so, they may afford their students 
more diverse opportunities to collaborate and consequently potentially produce higher 
quality creative products. 
Burnard suggested that technology is a useful tool to connect students to other 
members of the music community, but Megan, Julie, and I neglected to provide our 
students this opportunity consistently throughout the study. Implementing technology as 
a collaboration tool takes time. Music teachers need time to become familiar with the 
technology itself and time to work with collaborating members. Kim (2013) suggested 
that engaging music students with technology also allows them to connect globally within 
a broader field. Teachers might block out small amounts of time to become familiar with 
one tool at a time to provide opportunities for their students to collaborate through 
technology. Learning what tools students are using at home and in other classes may be 
helpful to reduce instructional time spent on resources. As teachers take the time to plan 
for students to use technology to connect globally to a broader field, they may benefit 
from collaborating within a broader field. Perhaps most importantly, they may also create 
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opportunities in which students find their education relevant and their learning more 
engaging. 
Suggestions for Future Research 
The participants in this study were all elementary general music teachers 
committed to exploring ways to develop creative attributes in their students. As a result, 
the findings may not be generalizable to elementary general music teachers nationwide, 
and even less generalizable to music teachers in performance-based music classes. As of 
January 2017, 15 states and the Department of Defense had adopted revised arts 
standards, and 19 states are revising their standards (NCCAS, 2017). Some states have 
adopted the Core Arts Standards as their own, and some have changed their standards 
using the Core Arts Standards as one of their revision sources. Members of the Coalition 
for Core Arts Standards stated that writing state standards involves a wide range of public 
input from educators, administrators, legislators, parents, and students (NCCAS, 2017). 
The field of music education needs further research to determine how these decision 
makers might allow for both creativity and performance skills. In addition, the field needs 
further research on how a broader population of elementary music educators and 
educators in performance-based classes might account for creativity. 
My colleagues and I found that we struggled to accommodate for the development 
of creative attributes and still teach music theory and technical skills while implementing 
our adaptation of the Core Arts Standards. Members of the Coalition for Core Arts 
Standards stated that writing state standards involves a wide range of public input from 
educators, administrators, legislators, parents, and students (NCCAS, 2014). Megan, 
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Julie, and I provided input through the revision process in our district prior to 
implementing them in our classrooms. We agreed that our revision was not specific 
enough regarding when to introduce specific skills. Since the time of this study, I have 
had the opportunity to teach in a district in which teachers chose to be more specific 
when rewriting the standards, making it easier to balance teaching basic skills while also 
providing creative opportunities. Further research could provide a more comprehensive 
understanding of how districts nationwide are providing for both performance and 
creativity within their districts’ versions of the National Core Arts Standards. 
The participants and I agreed that students need not be skillful for society to 
consider them “artistically literate” under the new Core Arts Standards. This concept is a 
paradoxical shift from the 1994 Music Standards, which addressed specific skills students 
needed to know and be able to perform to be proficient in music. Education policy writers 
do not require music students to take a standardized test in music. Therefore, music 
teachers have flexibility in determining how to interpret the standards for the benefit of 
their programs. 
Despite this flexibility, administrative expectations of music programs often 
challenge music teachers’ abilities to provide creative opportunities for students. 
Greenwood (as cited in Abril & Gault, 2006) examined perceptions of secondary 
principals regarding the role of music and school bands in the curriculum. Teaching 
performance skills and musical concepts, providing an outlet for self-expression, and 
identifying the musically gifted ranked as most important. Although principals 
considered creativity the most important of the broad educational goals under “ideal” 
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conditions, “create and compose music” was the least important music learning outcome. 
Abril and Gault (2006) suggested that principals may see “creating and composing” as a 
narrow view of creativity and may consider performing to be a form of creativity. Music 
teachers may need to connect creating music with the development of general creativity 
to justify composition as a valuable part of their curricula. 
Finally, we found that we did not provide many opportunities for students to 
develop creative attributes while preparing students for their annual musical performance. 
We balanced performance and creativity because we only spend a quarter of the year 
addressing the grade-level performance. Unlike our programs, music educators of 
performance-based classes have traditionally taught creating and responding standards at 
a low level compared to performance objectives (Diehl & Scheib, 2013). The music 
education field needs research to determine in what ways music educators teaching 
performance-based classes accommodate for the development of creative attributes under 
the new Core Arts Standards. 
Does it Really Matter Anyway? 
When I set out on the journey that became my dissertation, I was eager to learn 
how teachers provide opportunities to develop creative attributes in students while 
implementing the Core Arts Standards. Because of my research and practice, I valued 
developing creative attributes in my students. I was excited to see how my colleagues, 
and I would implement creative opportunities through the course of the study. However, 
does it really matter, anyway? Comparing creativity in a music classroom with creativity 
in a state-tested area, such as math or reading, is like comparing apples with oranges. It is 
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easy to see how math and language arts teachers feel pressure to teach knowledge 
acquisition because their students’ presentation of knowledge will be publicly available. 
Test scores will affect the perceived effectiveness of their teaching and potentially their 
pay. 
I had been teaching in the district for nine years at the time I started my study. I 
had gained a reputation as a “highly effective” teacher. It was uncommon for 
administrators to walk into my room, and I provided very flexible activities in the 
classroom. I had one formal observation a year that I knew was coming and planned 
accordingly. I usually tried to teach a lesson that connected music to math or language 
arts because I knew that is what my principal wanted to see. Subsequently, she checked 
the “highly effective” box at my post conference, and back I went into my little world of 
teaching music in my isolated little classroom. 
Thus, to whom are music teachers accountable? I have already mentioned what 
the parents of my students expected to see in our grade-level musical each year, but that 
still left me three-quarters of the year to do whatever I wanted. In my new district, I meet 
regularly with the other band teachers in the district to assure consistency in our 
programs. The middle school choir teacher requests that the students understand solfège 
when they arrive on day one of her program. Being a new teacher in this district, I am 
subject to frequent observations by my principal. District administrators expect me to 
focus on collaboration as a deep learning proficiency for my content area. Because 
district boundaries do not restrict parents’ school choices in my state, parents can enroll 
their children in any public school. As a result, my principal frequently guides 
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“customers” into my classroom, expecting that parents will see a “worthwhile 
experience” happening in music. 
Then, what is worthwhile? Is it preparing a third-grade student with the skills to 
play in the band eventually and earn a chair in the high school all-state ensemble? Is it 
reaching most students immersed in pop culture and giving them the tools to understand 
the music they are listening to everyday? Is it preparing a dramatic production on the 
stage with fancy props and costumes, so the community will sing your praises? 
While implementing the Core Arts Standards, there are many directions a teacher 
can take, as my colleagues and I showed throughout this study. “Worthwhile” can mean 
many things to many people. It is ultimately up to each individual music teacher to make 
that decision. One of my professors in college made a bold statement that has stuck with 
me for the last 20 years. While I paraphrase now, the gist of the statement was this: 
The students that are sitting in your classroom today will someday be parents. 
They will be teachers. They will be politicians. They will be school 
administrators. It is your job to provide them with a worthwhile experience so 
that, years from now when budget cuts once again become an issue and music is 
on the chopping block (as it always is), they will fight to keep it in schools. 
By allowing students to develop creative attributes through composing, improvising, 
evaluating, responding to music, connecting music to other subjects, and performing, 
hopefully all students will have a worthwhile experience in music. 
Research has suggested that the development of creative attributes in students is 
essential to their success later in life. Can teachers develop creative attributes in students 
while implementing the Core Arts Standards? My colleagues and I concluded that we 
provided many opportunities for our students to develop flexible thinking and risk-taking, 
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while engaging in agency and collaboration. We realized the necessity of balancing the 
development of creative attributes with the development of musical skills. We realized 
that we had not addressed instrumental and vocal skills, standard notation, and music 
history to the same degree we had in previous years. However, we understood the 
benefits of creative attributes and concluded that teachers would need to decide how they 
would balance the two to best fit their programs. 
Epilogue 
Since completing this study, Megan, Julie, and I have continued to refine our 
practices. We met recently to discuss how we address creativity in our classes now, a 
year and a half since completing the study. Having time to reflect on our findings, we 
discussed that some of our practice has remained the same, while other elements have 
changed. I share these comments in the following paragraphs.  
Megan feels that by focusing on creativity for a school year, she has a better 
awareness of the creative process. She realizes that while we supply our students with 
tools and knowledge, they are the problem solvers and the creators. She provides them 
opportunities to learn from their successes and their failures. She feels that having had a 
chance to process our findings, she is able to provide a better balance between developing 
creative attributes and musical skill than while participating in the study.  
Because of role overload on her part and conflicts with other after school 
activities, she has decided to limit her band program to include only fifth-grade students. 
She has also cut out her “Jingle Jam” lunchtime performances. Unfortunately, she does 
not have any more access to technology than she did during the study, and therefore has 
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not been able to provide her students opportunities to engage with technology. 
Julie has made some changes to her program as well. Julie has decided to allow 
her fourth-grade students to spend the year composing, and each class will present three 
compositions for their grade-level performance at the end of the school year. The students 
are working in groups, and each group is contributing to the final class product. She 
expressed that conversations we had regarding student compositions during our meetings 
has helped her scaffold these activities to allow students to be successful. 
Because of the role overload, Julie has modified her after school programs. Since 
she did not feel like she could effectively teach band in the 45 minutes a week she had 
with the students, she decided to teach interested students on pBuzz instruments. She 
hopes that by focusing on a less complicated instrument, students will develop quality 
note reading skills as well as basic instrumental technique that will benefit them when 
they enter the middle school programs. She hopes to incorporate these instruments into 
her fifth-grade curriculum next year. She also hopes to focus on recorder with her fourth-
grade students next year to build on basic instrumental skills. She has decided to limit her 
after school orchestra program to violin only, again because of lack of time to effectively 
teach all orchestra instruments in a 45-minute time frame. As with Megan, Julie’s access 
to technology has not changed. 
Since the completion of the study, I have moved to a different district. I now have 
more planning time and less roles I need to fill during the school day. I also have a smart 
board, access to many online tools adopted by my district, and an iPad card assigned to 
my classroom. I continue to provide opportunities for students to have agency, develop 
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flexible thinking, take risks, collaborate, and engage with technology, all while keeping 
lessons relevant to students’ lives outside of the classroom. 
Just last week, I was introducing a song to my first-grade students intending to 
allow them to create a rhythmic ostinato. One of my students, who always likes to be the 
center of attention and often distracts the class, started dancing in the back of the room. 
Just as I was about to tell him to sit down as the rest of the students laughed and lost 
focus, he commented “look, I’m keeping a steady beat!” Another student then replied, 
“I’m not sure if that is the beat or the rhythm.” 
The conversation exploded as the class collaborated to decide which was the 
correct answer. We all stood up and did our best to imitate the dance move (myself 
included) to answer the question. We concluded that it was the beat (after another student 
suggested it reminded him of when his cat was purring a steady beat the night before). 
While showing his musical knowledge, my little troublemaker was exhibiting agency, 
flexible thinking, and risk-taking, while consequently inspiring the class to collaborate. 
Years ago, while operating in a knowledge economy, this behavior would have landed 
“little Johnny” in the principal’s office. With the expectations of a creative economy, and 
a teacher with an open mind, the possibilities for students are endless. 
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APPENDIX A 
Lesson Plan 
Lesson Title Fall Rhythm Patterns 
Grade Level First 
Standard Anchor 1 
Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. 
Learning 
Objective 
With limited guidance, create musical ideas (such as answering a 
musical question) for a specific purpose. 
DOK level Level 4 
Essential 
Questions 
How do musicians generate artistic ideas? 
Anticipatory Set Have students echo rhythm patterns using fall rhythms, such as 
“apple pie, pumpkin bread.” 
Lesson 
Procedures 
1. Have students as a class make a list of fall words that have 
one sound (syllable). 
2. Have students as a class make a list of fall words that have 
two sounds (syllables). 
3. Have the students make a heart-beat strip (or provide one) 
where they draw four hearts on one line and four hearts on 
another line. 
4. On top of the hearts, they write a word from either of the two 
lists of words created by the class. 
5. If they choose a “one-sound” word, have them write a quarter 
note on top of the word. 
6. If they choose a “two-sound” word, have them write the bars 
of eighth notes on top of the word. 
7. Have them choose if they want to eliminate any words and 
put rests in their place. 
8. Have the students practice their rhythms. 
Closure Each student will come up and perform their rhythm, one line at a 
time. The class will echo the rhythms. 
Assessment Formal assessment of heart-beat strips. 
Resources Pencil, paper, whiteboard. 
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APPENDIX B 
Lesson Plan 
Lesson Title Creating Musical Ideas 
Grade Level Kindergarten 
Standard Anchor 2 
With guidance, demonstrate and choose favorite musical ideas. 
Learning 
Objective 
With appropriate guidance, organize personal musical ideas using 
notation. 
DOK level Level 2 
Essential 
Questions 
How do musicians make creative decisions? 
Anticipatory Set Divide the class into three sections: 1/3 of students have drums, 1/3 
maracas, and 1/3 rhythm sticks. 
Teacher plays a rhythm pattern on one of these three instruments, 
and all students echo back. 
Lesson 
procedures 
1. Have students sit in three rows with each row having a different 
instrument. 
2. Play various patterns on each of the three instruments, and 
students with the same instrument echo back. 
3. Create a model product with students. Draw a chart on a 
whiteboard with four rows and four columns. Create an iconic 
representation of a drum (I used a circle), maracas (I used two 
circles with sticks attached), and rhythm sticks (I used an x). 
Place the symbols in various boxes in the chart. 
4. Point to different rows and have the students perform the pattern 
(each picture represents a quarter note). 
5. Change the pattern of instruments and perform them two or three 
times. 
6. Partner the students up. Each partner group gets a chart to fill in 
with their own pattern. 
Closure Place each partner group’s pattern on a document camera or other 
method of display for the class and have the class perform those 
patterns.  
Assessment Informal assessment while students are creating their patterns. 
Resources Maracas, rhythm sticks, drums, document camera, rhythm 
worksheet, pencils. 
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APPENDIX C 
Lesson Plan 
Lesson Title Dark, Dark, House 
Grade Level Third 
Standard Anchor 7 
Perceive and analyze artistic work. 
Learning 
Objective 
Demonstrate and describe how selected music connects to and is 
influenced by specific purposes. 
DOK Level 2 
Essential 
Questions 
How do musicians choose music to experience? 
Anticipatory Set Play “Dark, Dark House” song by Mar Harmon for the students. 
Discuss how the elements of the song (tonality, pitch, tempo, etc.) 
demonstrated the composer’s intent. 
Lesson 
Procedures 
1. Tell the students they are going to create their own poem and 
that they get to decide the mood of the poem. It could be for 
Halloween or not. 
2. Create a model product for the class using the “Dark, Dark, 
House” worksheet. 
3. Have the students work in groups of four to create their own 
rendition. 
4. The students choose dynamics and accompaniment instruments 
to demonstrate the purpose of the music they are creating. 
Closure Students perform their songs for the class while the class plays the 
ostinato and accompaniment rhythms. 
Assessment  Formal assessment of worksheet – do the dynamics and 
accompaniment instruments reflect the mood of the piece? 
Resources Music player, worksheet, pencils. 
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APPENDIX D 
Lesson Plan 
Lesson Title Evaluating a Musical Performance 
Grade Level Third, fourth, and fifth 
Standard Anchor 9 
Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work. 
Learning 
Objective 
Students can evaluate musical works and performances applying 
established criteria and explain appropriateness to the context. 
DOK level Level 4 
Essential 
Questions 
How do we judge the quality of musical works and performances? 
Anticipatory Set Find a short video of a musical performance of your choice. Have 
students watch the video and discuss in groups what they liked and 
disliked about the performance. 
Lesson 
Procedures 
1. Develop a rubric to evaluate a musical performance of your 
choice. Decide on three categories to evaluate musical 
performances. (I chose dynamics, tempo, and overall 
effectiveness.) 
2. Have students decide what each rating consists of and fill out the 
top of the rubric. 
3. Play various selections for students to evaluate. After each 
selection, have students discuss in groups of four how they 
would rate the performance and why. Share with the class. 
Closure Discuss with students how the various musical elements helped with 
the expressive intent with the piece. 
Assessment Informal assessment of conversations while walking around the 
room.  
Resources Video player, rubric, pencil. 
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APPENDIX E 
Lesson Plan 
Lesson Title Recorder Rubric 
Grade Level Fourth 
Standard Anchor 5 
Develop and refine artistic techniques and works for presentation. 
Learning 
Objective 
Students can apply teacher-provided and established criteria and 
feedback to evaluate the accuracy and expressiveness of ensemble 
and personal performances. 
DOK Level 3 
Essential 
Questions 
How do musicians improve the quality of their performance? 
Anticipatory Set Play an example of one of the songs students are working on with 
some error. Have the students discuss how they would evaluate the 
performance. 
Lesson 
Procedures 
1. Give students the recorder rubric. 
2. Explain the first two categories for evaluation. 
3. Have the class brainstorm a list of other categories on which to 
evaluate each other. 
4. Have partner groups decide on a third category from the list as 
well as what each rating would look like. 
5. Have partners work together – one person plays a song and the 
other partner evaluates based on the rubric. 
6. Each person plays three songs and evaluates three songs. 
Closure Have student pairs share how the experience helped or hindered 
their performances. 
Assessment Informal. 
Resources Recorder, recorder rubric, pencil. 
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APPENDIX F 
Lesson Plan 
Lesson Title Music Review 
Grade Level Fifth 
Standard Anchor 8 
Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work. 
Learning 
Objective 
Students can demonstrate and explain how expressive qualities are 
used in performers’ and personal interpretations to reflect expressive 
intent. 
DOK Level 2 
Essential 
Questions 
How do individuals choose music to experience? 
Anticipatory Set Have students listen to a short excerpt of music and discuss in 
groups how the music made them feel. 
Lesson 
Procedures 
1. Tell students they are going to listen to a piece of music by 
Mozart and write an article sharing their opinions about the 
song. 
2. Make sure to stress they must use music vocabulary. 
3. Have students listen to a piece of music and write a rough draft 
of their articles. The article must be one paragraph and have a 
topic sentence, three to five supporting details using music 
vocabulary, and a concluding sentence. 
4. Once students are done with their article, they will share with a 
student in the class to proofread and offer constructive criticism. 
Closure Students will revise their paragraph and write it in the music review 
worksheet. 
Assessment  Formal assessment of music review. 
Resources Paper, music player, pencils, music review worksheet. 
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